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Democratic peace candidate
Chisholm to speak tonight
Presidential candidate Shirley Chisholm will speak tonight in the
C.U. Loma Prieta Room at 6:30. Admission is free.
Mrs. Chisholm is the first Black congresswoman in the U.S. Her
constituents are in the 12th Congressional District in New York, which
includes the Bedford Stuvesant area which has been called "New York’s
and perhaps the nation’s largest ghetto."
The Democratic peace candidate will discuss her positions on issues
faced by Congress.
With regard to. the Vietnam war, Mrs. Chisholm has voted against
all appropriations for the war and against the extension of the draft.
She has also supported resolutions calling for troop withdrawals.
In keeping with her anti -militarism views, she voted against the loan
to Lockheed Aircraft, and various other war -oriented programs.
Before entering politics in 1969, Mrs. Chisholm spent most of
her time on early childhood education and child welfare. She had been
a school teacher and director of a day nursery.
She is a member of the House Education and Labor Committee. She
also serves on the Select Education, General Education and Agricultural
Labor subcommittees.
Her experience in education prompted her to vote to add almost $900

million to the Office of Education programs and override Pres. Nixon’s
veto of that appropriation.
She voted for the Comprehensive Child Development Act which provided for day care centers. She also voted against Pres. Nixon’s
welfare reforms.
Mrs. Chisholm also voted against funds for the House Internal Security Committee, the "no-knock" law, and widening federal employee
security policy in "potentially unconstitutional ways."
Regarding the United Farm Workers, Mrs. Chisholm has denounced
policies of the National Labor Relations Act. These included denial
benefits to agricultural workers and attempts to impose restrictions
against secondary boycotts on the agricultural workers’ union.
Mrs. Chisholm will discuss the busing issue which will include the
whole problem of segregation.
According to campaign coordinators, Hattie Morris and Margie
Bernard, Mrs. Chisholm has been endorsed by a number of people.
Her supporters include Ralph Abernathy, leader of the Southern Christians Leadership Conference; John Rutherford; comedian Flip Wilson;
the Black Panthers; the National Women’s Political Caucus; Congressman Ron Dellums and singer Harry Belafonte.
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Fruit Conspiracy goes out _

with fresh fruit giveaway
By SHARON HOLLE
The San Jose Student co-op (formerly the Fresh Fruit Conspiracy) on Seventh and
San Carlos streets will be saying goodbye to SJS students tomorrow by giving away free
fruit.
There will also be a banana eating contest and possibly a watermelon eating contest
complete with prizes.
The Fifth and Ninth Street stands will be closed.
The stands, run by SJS students, are closing for the semester. The Seventh Street stand
will open the first week of summer school and all three stands will return next fall.
Money for the free fruit is coming from the profits the stands have brought in. Members
receive $2 per hour for working at the stands and any money beyond that goes back into
buying more fruit.
By giving the fruit away "the money will go back into the school," says one member.
Last Christmas, the Co-op wished SJS students a "Merry Christmas" by giving away
fruit with the members dressed as Santa Claus and elves. Free fruit was bought with profits
the stands had made.
The Co-op, started last October, is made up of students who share in the decisions and
operation of the project.
When it was first in operation, the workers were not quite making their $2 per hour.
After word got around, business picked up to a profit -making $5 to $10 per week.
Prices vary from day to day depending on how much the Co-op has to pay for its fruit.
Like regular chain stores, the Co-op buys wholesale, bartering for the best prices.
The nuts are the only thing offered that is organically grown. Other organic fruits are
considered a "rip off" by the members, and organic fruit growers are non-union.
All of the members had to apply for a peddler’s permit. (One member was denied a
permit because he had been picked up for possession of marijuana.) The stand is also
subject to the Health Department’s inspection.
Sue, Carol, Debbie, Jark, Larry, Phil, Bob, Linda Ward, Rob, Fred, Lee, Becky, and
Paul, members of the Co-op, work an average of 10 to 20 hours per week. The stand is
open from about 9 a.m. to 9:30 p.m.
The Co-op has not received any hassles from the administration, although there were
complaints that one C.U. official had turned a hose on the Ninth Street stand.
This summer, two more stands will be set up: one at the Valley Fair Shopping Center
and one at First and Santa Clara streets. These stands will probably close in the fall
to return to campus.

Pinball wizards have the chance to show themselves at SJS’ First Annual All -Campus Pinball Tournament, Saturday at noon.
Students, faculty, staff and alumni at SJS will compete at "double

elimination," throughout the tourney.
Signups at the games area desk in the College Union will be taken until
5 p.m. Friday.

SJS students participate

Army terminal protested
By BARBARA EVANS
Special to the Daily
A symbolic protest of the Oakland Army
Terminal (OAT) was carried out by approximately 500 demonstrators, including a contingent of 25 SJS students, early yesterday morning.
Although approximately 200 riot -armed

Witness option
major concern
in Angela trial

One bad banana don’t spoil the whole bunch, girl.

The Angela Davis trial was in recess
Wednesday as defense attorneys mulled over
the crucial issue of whether witnesses will
be called to testify in Miss Davis’ defense.
The prosecution rested its case Monday
after calling 95 witnesses and admitting more
than 200 items as evidence in support of the
state’s murder, kidnap, and conspiracy charges against Miss Davis.
The defense, which has the option of resting or calling witnesses, tried to put a quick
end to the prosecutions presentation by claim ing it has not made a case to back the charges.
The defense contended the evidence presented by the prosecution was "useless prosecution" without sufficient evidence.
Despite defense efforts, Superior Court
Judge Richard E. Arneson has told the
defense to have its first witness ready, if
any are to testify, today.
The state countered the defense argument to end the proceeding by calling Miss
Davis’ possession of guns, her love for George
Jackson and her constant companionship with
his brother Jonathan as sufficient evidence to
show guilt.

city police and two busloads of Alameda County
Tactical Squad members carefully watched the
demonstrators, there were no arrests and no
reported injuries.
Police and military officials reported that
traffic was temporarily stopped when protesters took to the streets, but said the slowdown did not effect work at the terminal.
A small fire was set in the Posey Tube,
which connects Oakland and Alameda, but
police said it only halted motorists temporarily.
The 7 a. m. protest was originally designed
to put a complete stop to morning rush hour
traffic going into the terminal, the major
West Coast embarkation point for all troops
and material going to Southeast Asia.
However, Bay Area coordinators for the
"people’s blockade" called the protest successful, pointing out that police slowed traffic
in attempts to keep the demonstrators off
the streets.
Tactical plans for the protest called for
the terminal to be blockaded at its two entrances. In addition, the traffic stoppage was
to be done on a strictly hit-and-run basis.
Coordinators hoped this would minimize the
chances of arrest.
&IS students left in a 5:30 a.m. car pool
from Seventh and San Fernando streets. They,
and students from schools south of the Bay,
gathered at the north entrance of the terminal.
Schools east and north of the Bay gathered
at the south entrance.
Protesters at both points carried out
peaceful picket lines until approximately 8

a.m. At that time, word was passed that
both groups should march through the streets
to Oakland’s Main Post Office building at 1675
7th St.
Marchers from the north entrance took
a 30 -minute circuitous route to the Post
Office, where they met protesters from the
south entrance.
Police on foot and on motorcycles closely
followed demonstrators, but made no attempt
to keep them on the sidewalks until marchers
reached the downtown area.
Then motorcycle police herded protesters
Into a three block long march on the sidePolice closed one lane of traffic
walks.
to allow patrols to maneuver.
After a short picket line at the Post
Office, the two groups marched to a park
approximately 30 minutes from the downtown
area.
Police, using a lane of traffic, marched with
the demonstrators. The single file line of
100
riot -armed police.
approximately
stretched the entire length of the six block
long march.
Tactical squad units were gathered at
various points along the sidewalk march, but
made no attempt to interfere with demonstrators. Another 100 police were held in reserve
near the terminal, approximately 15 minutes
from the park.
Once at the park, demonstrators decided
to work on their various campuses to organize students for another Bay Area protest sometime next week. A line of police
fenced demonstrators from the street.

Council holds forum today
A.S. Council will hold its second student
forum in Council Chambers today at 1 p.m.
Sponsored by the Third World Coalition
members of next year’s Council, the forum
Is designed to give students an opportunity

to discuss coming issues with the legislators.
Suggested legislation, complaint and opinions can be voiced by students.
The first session was held yesterday.
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Equal rights through law

Chicano language product of two cultures
Editor:
This is in response to the letter
by the faculty member of the Music
Department who wrote in about our
"corruption of languages" in our
column Mano a Mano.
As a Chicana I would like to point
out some things to her.
First, a point of clarification. The
column Mano a Mano belongs to Chicanos as a whole and, therefore,
your
letter
should have
been
addressed to all of us instead of
to the writer alone.
Secondly, Chicanos, as all other
peoples, are the product of the society
they live in; however, we have put
up a bigger fight against it than
others have.
This society tried to force upon

us the Anglo culture and language,
hoping that there would be a quick
There
and complete assimilation.
never was a complete absorption
because of the continual reinforcement from home which weakened the
brainwashing.
We learned English but did not
forget Spanish and in the alternate
usage of the two, we created a blend
of both which we call Pocho. We
also blended both cultures and we now
have the Chicano. In Mano a Mano,
we, the Chicanos, express ourselves
in our language, Pocho.
You say that you are in favor of
natives speaking their own language.
The public school system must not be
in agreement with you, for in school
we were forbidden to speak Spanish

by Eileen Colla
Then Gov. Reagan continued, "I’m
"The women’s rights amendment
is unnecessary because all of its
inclined to believe we could legisgoals can be accomplished without
latively correct the inequities" better
the "chaotic condition" of amending
than by amending the Constitution.
the U.S. Constitution," remarked Gov.
How? Who is going to wave the
Reagan last week.
magic wand to make all employers
women
Is that so? I believe if
socially responsible toward women?
and other supporters of the Equal
Will Gov. Reagan suddenly cast a
put
up
a
didn’t
Amendment
Rights
magical spell which will erase all
fuss, nothing would ever be done
forms of discrimination toward
about changing conditons.
women?
Traditionally, it takes a crisis
"I recognize there are certain
in most cases for any action to occur.
inequities," he added insightfully.
The problem of amending the ConWe all know that. Now it’s time
stitution is only a problem because
to do something about it which will
some of the legislators don’t want
be effective. The time for promises
to be bothered with outlining women’s
and sympathy is past.
rights.

Violence isn’t shocking
by Dan Russo
As word of the assassination attempt on Gov. George Wallace spread
across the nation Monday, the news
media quickly gathered and reported
the reaction of government officials
from Pres. Nixon on down.
If one word could be singled out
as being common to all the reaction
rhetoric, that word would have to
be "shocked."
California Senator Alan Cranston
said, "I’m shocked and dismayed."
Los Angeles Mayor Sam Yorty said,
"I’m shocked and disgusted." And
a group of 11 mayors of major
cities who were meeting in San Jose
issued a joint statement saying, in
part, "The mayors are shocked at
the insane attack upon George
Wallace..."
Everyone seemed "shocked" at
the use of violence in American
politics.
Shocked. Perhaps it sounded like
the right thing to say at the time some
newsman shoved a microphone in
front of some politican’s face.
Shocked. Well, after all, how would
any other right thinking American
react?
Shocked? Maybe our politicans
have short memories. Or perhaps
they just don’t think about how they
really feel, but say what sounds
good.
They couldn’t have really been

Shock entails the unexshocked.
pected. Monday’s incident was violence as usual in American politics.
And what’s so shocking about that?
A glance at America’s political
past will show how unshocking an
assassination attempt in this country
can be.
Four out of 38 American presidents have died by assassins’ bullets:
John F. Kennedy, 1963; William McKinley, 1901; James A. Garfield, 1881;
and Abraham Lincoln, 1865.
Two senators, Robert F. Kennedy,
in 1968 and Huey P. Long, 1935,
were also assassinated.
Other outspoken public figures
felled by assassins’ bullets include
civil rights leaders Martin Luther
King Jr., 1968, and Medger Evers,
1963; Black Muslim leader Malcom
X, 1965; George Lincoln Rockwell,
American Nazi Party leader, 1967.
The Civil War was fought because
Americans couldn’t settle their political differences by any other means
except violence.
Shocked. Come on. With the pace
the ’Sixties set, the sad fact is the
country was overdue. Anybody with a
sense of American history can’t help
but be numbed shockless by the
numerous acts of political violence
in our past.
In this highest of civilizations, it
has become a way of life.

Letters to the Editor

More anti -war profs
add voices to protest
Editor:
We as faculty wish to add our
names to those of 36 of our colleagues
who yesterday in these columns declared their support for the march
today for peace in Indochina.
We believe that the President’s
escalation of the war has moved this
country into one of the most serious
crises in its history. We view our
marching today as part of the rising
nationwide protest that must be continued if peace is to be achieved.
We call on the students, staff and
remaining faculty to join with us.
The march will assemble on Seventh
and San Carlos at noon, move downtown and then return to campus.

Like our colleagues, we urge the
campus to come together for peace.
Michael Often, Sociology; Cindy
Gliner, New College; Snell Putney,
Sociology; Lori Helmbold, New College; Susan Sunderman, New College;
Paul Purrit, Anthropology; Geoff
Tootell, Sociology; Phil Wander,
Speech; Jack Pierce, Nev College;
Bob
Thamm,
Sociology;
Bud
Anderson, Psychology; Albert Heckbert, Electrical Engineering; Richard
Tansey, Art; Douglas Dowd, Economics; Charles Paul, Humanities;
David McNeil, History; David Eakins,
History; Joseph Waterhouse, Philosophy.

An opinion of opinions...
Editor:
Research papers are like textbooks.
In them are opinions trying
to support opinions one is not supposed to have, unless one can evaluate other opinions.
By the timc .)ne has learned the

Come on !
Don’t just sit there.
You
must have something on your
Voice your opinion in
mind.
the letters to the editor section
of the Spartan Daily.

value of other opinions, one realizes
that one’s own opinion is rated on the
scale of values in concordance to the
research one has done about opinions,
which are in textbooks.
There are the opinions about
opinions trying to support opinions
one is not supposed to have, unless
one can evaluate other opinions.
By the time one has learned the
value of other opinions, one realizes
that one’s own opinion is rated on the
scale of values in concordance to the
research done about opinions in textbooks.
Then one must conclude in avoiding all opinions, and must learn all
over, to use common sense, based
on opinions from textbooks.
Maria Kout

and punished if we did.
You say that people should be able
to communicate well in one language
For decades we have
or another.
been out in the Barrios (throughout the
Southwest) communicating very well
in Pocho with one another.
You say that we are mixing two
Do you think English
languages.
and Spanish in themselves are "pure"
Look
in any dictionary
languages?
and you will find that the majority
of words in either language is derived from other languages.
English is composed of prefixes,
suffixes, and stems from Latin,
Celtic, German, French, Italian,
Russian,
(even American Indian
words) etc. Spanish is composed of
Latin, Arabic, Greek, French, etc.
If you criticize us for mixing
two languages, then you should
criticize all other languages for
having done this. No one made a fuss
when English took over words from
Spanish: canyon, corral, desperado,
lariat, lasso, patio, rodeo, stampede,
villa, bigot, etc. Why fuss over our
word "watchando?"
What the Chicanos are doing to
language in Mano a Mano is what has
always happened and will go on happening to languages. Parts of words
from the source language are taken
and given the host language’s pronounciation
and/or grammatical
changes in order to accept them into
their lexicon.
Historically, you can go back and
find that whenever two peoples are
in constant contact the languages are
the first to reflect this by becoming,
as you call it, "bastardizad," or as
historical linguists call "borrowed."
We are in the midst of history
in the making and are proud of it.
Ahora que dices about our "gobbledygook", esa.
Lucia Villarreal

Staff Comments

Tie en boca’
by Sandy Loewus

Letters to the Editor

Cultural identity needed
Editor:
I am writing this in response to a
letter recently printed in the Spartan
Daily in which one of our esteemed
Mexican -AMERICAN faculty members took it upon herself to attack
the Chicano article Mano a Mano.
I refer to her as a Mexican AMERICAN because I’m more than
positive the term "Chicana" would
offend her.
Through her absurd and sarcastic ally intended questions as to the
reasons behind the wording of the
article, Evelyn Rivers (Rios) clearly
shows that she has little or no exposure to the everyday life of our
Raza.
If in fact she had, she would
obviously know that we do not speak
her beloved Castillian Spanish in our
barrios. Furthermore she goes onto
ask if we as Chicanos are not in fact
"natives" of the United States and
therefore granted the rights and privileges of its Constitution.
If this were the case, and with a
little interest in her own people,
she could easily learn that is isn’t.
Why were there until just within the
past five to 10 years signs stating

that Chicanos and dogs were not
allowed in certain public facilities?
I would strongly advise Miss or
Mrs. Rivers (Sorry, Rios) to take a
look also at what type of people
fought to change those conditions.
It was the poor who saw the need
and the oppressed who felt the suffering. Those people who were raised
in a barrio did not have the benefit
of proper education in "correct"
Spanish, and for that matter history,
and mathematics, as perhaps she may
have had offered. (This is, I must
say honestly, just a presumption. I
only feel about her what she sends me
through her remarks.)
These people communicated using
words that they themselves found
easily expressed what they wished
to say.
That which Miss Rios called "gobbledygook" is in fact part of the
culture of the people of the barrios.
Before one criticizes, one should look
into that being criticized.
Don’t feel bad though Ms. Rios,
someday you may still see the light.
Every
Mexican -AMERICAN is a
potential Chicano or Chicana.
Tony Gonzales
A.S. Council Member

I agree with the letter Evelyn
Rios wrote regarding Pete Michel’s
column.
In fact, I think Michel should
change the name of his column to Pie
en Boca (Foot in Mouth).
That’s what he does every Wednesday when his column comes out with
the worst bastardization of Spanish
I have ever read.
Evidently, Michel does not take
his own column seriously because he
doesn’t even bother to spell simple
verbs and pronouns correctly. More
often than not he uses English words
and puts a Spanish ending on them.
If Michel and ..he others want to
change the err ineous image of a
"dumb Mexic:..n," why don’t they
start by taking Spanish IA and speaking Spanish correctly?

Morality plea
by Darrell Crow
For some time I’ve been hearing
It’s so
a very funny campaign.
funny that I’m really wondering about
our society. Whatever happened to
good vs. evil, morale vs. obscenity,
respect and dignity versus ridicule.
I don’t know. But any one who
listens to a radio broadcast saying
Prevent auto
"Help a teenager.
theft, lock your car," should feel
cold shivers running up his back.
If there is nothing
What logic!
to steal there will be no thefts.
Let’s try a new campaign. One
that appeals to justice and the good
of man, "Prevent auto theft, teach
your child right from wrong."

Sparlan I hi i
Serving California State University, SonJose Ince 1934

WW III by escalation?
Editor:
We now face the real threat of
World War III.
Pres. Nixon is
mining Haiphong and other harbors
in North Vietnam.
He has given
all international ships (primarily
Russian) three days to leave, then
he will blockade all of North Vietnam
He has already sunk one Russian
ship when he first bombed Haiphong
a few weeks ago. He is essentially
trying to intimidate the Russians to
cease their support of the antigovernment forces.
Our bombs and ecocide have destroyed the farmlands so that the
people of Vietnam can no longer feed
themselves.
Nixon is shutting off
all supply lines to North Vietnam
in an obvious attempt to starve the
people of Vietnam into submission.
This is the most dangerous and wanton
step yet taken in the Vietnam war.
Nixon is essentially admitting that
the South Vietnamese government
forces are losing the war, along with
our 60,000 troops. He is betting that
the Russians are smarter than the
U.S. and will back down rather than
risk World War III. He is gambling
If war were to
with OUR lives!
break out with Russia, no one would
survive!
It is time to move NOW!’ Write

and telegram Nixon and your conDemand an end to the
gressmen.
unceasing murder.
Chuck Devlin
Ed Behan
Sue English
Collen Nagel
All student and
Editor’s note:
faculty members are encouragedto
express their views on any subject in the letters to the editor
secion of the editorial page. LOters may be mailed or brought to
the SprIrtan Daily office, JC 208,
and must be 250 words or less,
typewritten
and double-spaced.
Name and activity or faculty card
number must be included, and all
Nonletters must be signed.
students and non -faculty members
are asked to include address, telephone number and title or position.
The Spartan Daiiy wil! not print
letters which are libelous or in
poor taste. The editor reserves
the right to edit or cut letters
to conform to space limitations
and to cease publication of let
ters dealing with subjects he believes have been exhausted.
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News Review

Students afraid of being deported

War silences Vietnamese

By ANNE VOGEL
Wire

Reagan unveils tax plan
SACRAMENTO (AP) --Gov. Reagan unveiled a $1.2 billion
tax reform and school aid program yesterday that includes
an immediate rollback of $650 million in local school property
taxes.
The plan would mean a net tax cut of $78 a year for
the average California homeowning family earning $5,000
a year.
Reagan said there would be no increase in school taxes
for two years.
His plan will increase cigarette taxes by five cents a
pack and liquor taxes by 50 cents a gallon.

ARVN

Island origin

gain momentum

SAIGON (AP) --South Vietnamese troops launched two
more forays in the mountains west of Hue Wednesday
in an attempt to extend the city’s defenses. At the same
time enemy forces shelled key military installations in the
central highlands.
Field reports said South Vietnamese First Division troops
made helicopter assaults Wednesday into two former fire
bases 10 to 15 miles west of Hue.
The raids were the third and fourth conducted by
government troops since last Saturday. They were part
of a plan by Lt. Gen. Lgo Guang Truong, the new regional
commander, to catch enemy forces menacing the old imperial
capital.
In the central highlands, enemy gunners shelled the
Kontum airstrip as a U.S. Air Force C130 transport was
unloading ammunition. The pilot tried a hasty takeoff but
crashed, killing seven of the nine Americans aboard.
Field reports indicated South Vietnamese forces have
gained momentum in recent days after being stalled for three
weeks.
There are also signs that the North Vietnamese, who
continue to pound An Loc with artillery, rockets and mortar,
are suffering serious casualties themselves and may be
pulling back.

By STEVE SMYTHE
Throughout the long, inglorious saga of militarism
in Vietnam, those who have
borne the vast burden of
suffering and tragedy have
remained silent and anonymous.
But in the face of continued battlefield escalation, Vietnamese students
attending universities abroad have begun vocalizing
the heretofore muted, outraged agony of their people.
"I have been anti -war
from some years ago," begins Vu Quang Viet, SJS
economics and psychology
major.
"But I have kept
silentafraid to be deport A senior, Viet will return
to South Vietnam in September. Critical of the present
Saigon regime and of Americans presiding over the military and political destiny of
his country, he is fearful of
reprisal upon his return.
The president of the South
Vietnamese National Student
Union was recently imprisoned for his political
beliefs, Viet explained, and
in the past students returning to their country have
been "seized at the airport"
and jailed.
However, he affirmed,
"It is time for us to speak
out!"

Viet, affiliated with the
Vietnam Resource Center
established at Harvard University, has joined with other
Vietnamese students working to introduce their culture to university students.
Vietnamese students, he
indicated, have been dispatched to serve as cogs in
the American scheme to
westernize Vietnam.
Students are discouraged
from studying humanities,
psychology and politics, Viet
said.
"They want us to become
technicians who are completely influenced by American technology."
The war has served only
to disrupt Vietnamese
society, Viet indicated.
His family, which migrated from the North to Gia
Dinh City after the Geneva
agreement of 1954, has suffered grieviously from the
fighting plagueing his country for quarter of a centur)I.
His father, he explained,
was killed during the French
occupation. His brother died
during the invasion of Laos.
A sister was killed by the
explosion of a mine concealed beneath the earth of
a garden in the backyard of
their home.
But the war, Viet added
sadly, affects every family.
Many young men, unable

to pass final high school
examinations, are commandeered into the South
Vietnamese army. Only 20
per cent of the students are
able to pass these exams,
Viet asserted, and barely
5 per cent survive similar
testing in the universities.
"We don’t study because
we like to study, " he quipped,
"but for military exemption.
"It’s very difficult for
poor people to pass these
exams," Viet added, "but
rich persons can hire a
tutor."
The wealthy avoid the
military draft, he continued,
by sending their sons to
study in the United States
and Europe.
Americanization is a
dominating factor in education within Smith Vietnamese
schools, Viet said.
The history of the North
ceases in text books at 1946,
he explained, the year implementation of a Vietnamese constitution was halted
by hostilities with the
French.
The image of the United
States as portrayed to South
Vietnamese children, he illustrated, is immaculate.
"I thought that this country was a paradise," Viet
recalled.
"I didn’t know
about the Negro problem or
the poor problem.

"Lincoln was considered
as a person who liberated
the slaves," he continued,
"but when I came here, I
found that even Lincoln was
a racist."
As a youth, Viet was
forced to sing praises in
school to South Vietnamese
President Ngo Dinh Diem,
head of the Saigon regime
backed by American financial and advisory support.
"I felt angry because I
had to praise a man like
that," he stated.
Corruption such as that
which led to Diem’s assassination has long infiltrated
the Saigon armies, Viet added.
As one who has viewed
the United States from overflowing
propaganda and
first-hand experience, Viet
related that the most efficient American institution,
in his appraisal, is the educational system.
"I think education is the
most significant," he explained. "Even though it is
not completely free, it is
very good."
His greatest criticism
was reservw! for American’s segregated living tendencies, where the wealthy
middle class and poor dwell
separately, and work toward
only their own improvement
instead of helping each other.
Vietnamese students will
explore the culture of their
people and discuss Vietnam’s military struggle tonight at 8 in Morris Dailey

New city crime deterent?

TV scanners planned for downtown Med session
By KEN ALONG!
Special to the Daily
The downtown San Jose
Small Business Association
(SJSBA) is preparing to present a plan to the City Council which would provide for
the installation of television
surveillance cameras in the
downtown area.
The primary purpose of
the cameras is to deter crime
by scanning rooftops ,door ways and storefronts, according to Ernie Glave, secretary of SJSBA. Glave is
the owner of Al Mitchell’s
Custom Jewelers, 48S. First
St.
San Jose Police Department provided Glave with a
chart showing the number of
crimes committed in the
downtown area between 1966
and February 1970.
The
chart shows 1,400 arrests in
the area bordered by Post,
San Fernando, Market and
First Streets.
Glave explained that last
year in the area bordered
by Santa Clara, San Fernando, Second and Market
streets, there were 41 broken
windows, seventorn awnings,
one stolen bike rack, and
numerous damaged newsstands.
Glave claimed that 85 per
cent of the crimes in the area
He deremain unsolved.
scribed the surveillance system as a "great crime de-

terrent and solver."
Glave estimated the total
cost of the project to be
about $300,000.
tie said
’15 to 90 per cent of the cost
can be federally subsidized.
FIRST CITY WITH SYSTEM
According to an article in
the April 11, 1971 New York
Times, there is a low light
level T.V. (LLLTV) surveillance system being tested in
Mount Vernon, N.Y. This city
is said to be the first in the
country to own and operate
such a sophisticated surveillance system.
The system consists of
two 29 -pound remote control
cameras which are mounted
on 22 -foot poles in the city’s
five block long business district. The area, containing
100 stores and small businesses, is the scene of frequent street crimes.
The cameras, equipped
with windshield wipers and
are
bomb -proof casings,
mounted on motor -driven
turrets and connected by underground cables to police
headquarters. A policeman
there watches monitor
screens on a central control
panel.
When the policeman sees
a crime in progress, he can
radio a squad car and direct
it to the scene. Any monitor picture can be enlarged

No check cashing service

till summer session starts
The Associated Students
Business Office (ASBO) has
discontinued their check
cashing service for the
spring semester. However
the service will resume the
first day of the summer
and continue
session
throughout that session.
The ASBO needs time
in which to recover the funds
that were givenout on checks
later returned from the bank.
This has to be accomplished
while the students are still

"’ANT TO
BECOME
AN ARTIST?

Come to our store and get your
FREE copy of TODAT’s _ART
,nagaame. II tells you a11 about
how to get started in drawing
and painting. Supply limited Sii
1:0111.fl today,

san jose paint
it
Nee

76 VALLEYFAIR, 241141/1
365 SAN ANTONIO RD
MT VIEW 941-360)
.01

on the campus.
The ASBO is asking those
students who have received
notices to please contact
them in order that any needed arrangements can be
made.

on a 23 -inch TV screen connected to the control panel.
The cameras can rotate
355 degrees and tilt 120 degrees vertically. The cameras can zoom in on a suspect up to one-half mile away.
After the first 10 weeks
of the project, the crime rate
dropped 71 per cent from the
previous year, according to
an article in the August 7,
1971 TV Guide.
Video taping equipment
can also be installed into
the surveillance stystem.
This will enable police to
record camera images of
suspects for possible use
as evidence in criminal
cases. It is not yet known
whether such evidence would
be admissible in court.
LLLTV camera systems
have been used by the military since the early 1960’s,
according to the report of the
1971 Carnahan Conference
on Electronic Crime Countermeasures.
The report
was published by the University of Kentucky’s College
of Engineering.
These surveillance systems enabled the military
to observe enemy movements
during both day and night.
CAMERAS OPERATE
ON LIGHT
LLLTV cameras operate
on a light amplification principle. The small amount of
light available at night is converted to electrical energy,
amplified, and then converted
hack to light energy with sufficient strength for the viewer to clearly see details.
Future uses of LLLTV
systems include VIP protection,
riot control, surveillance of parade routes,
and searches for lost persons.
One disadvantage of the
LLLTV system is its cost.
Each camera costs approxi-

mately $12,500. The systern’s other components inculde a monitor, control
panel, and a pan and tilt assembly for rotating and tilting the camera.
When asked whether the
surveillance system is an
invasion of privacy, Glave
said, "What is private about
walking
down a public
street?" Glave maintained
it is nice to have a "guardian angel watching over
you."
MEETS OPPOSITION
Ken Gall, owner of Gall
Jewelry, 10 E. San Fernando
St., is opposed to the surveillance system. He claimed the police patroling of the
area is inadequate, but he has
learned to take care of himself pretty well.
Gall explained that he operates a small store and
keeps everything under lock
and key. He noted that smalsmaller stores are not as
susceptible to robbery as
larger ones because "the take
is not as great."
Gall indicated he understands the big businessman’s
point of view on the surveillance system. However,
Gall said, "It’s for big business. Let them pay for it.
Small ’ businessmen have
enough taxes."
Two officers, who patrol
the downtown area, agreed
that it is not a high crime
district. The officers, who
wished to remain anonymous,
emphasized that 75-80 per
cent of downtown arrests are
for drunks and panhandlers.
They believe that if the
city wants more police protection, it should invest the
money to hire additional patrolmen rather than purchase
surveillance equipment.
One of the officers cornmented, "People themselves
He
are good watchers."

explained that 75 per cent of
criminal activity in the area
is reported to patrolmen by
people.
The downtown area bordered by the Park Center
Project, Julian, San Fernando and Fourth streets, is
patrolled by four men, a
paddy wagon and a beat car,
according to the officers.
Bob Foster, manager of
Michael’s Art Supplies, 107
E. San Fernando Street, believes the system is an invasion of privacy. He said
be has nothing to. hide, but
resents being watched by a
camera.
Police protection in the
area is inadequate, remarked
Foster. He claimed that when
he
has called police to
remove a drunk, it takes
police up to 45 minutes to
arrive at the scene. Foster
added that "When it comes
to making sure the parking
meters are fed, the police
are right there on the spot."
Joe La Scola, owner of
Downtown Liquors, 99 S.
Third St., said "The system
reminds me of 1984. People in the enforcement end
of government will be watching every citizen."
La Scola
referred to
George Orwell’s "1984" in
which citizens of a fictional
regimented state were constantly being monitored by
hidden TV cameras.
Police protection in the
area is adequate, according
to La Scola, but he noted that
the protection at night could
be improved. He conceded
that TV cameras in the area
may provide an increased
sense of security for some
people.

Miss
Outdoor
Sport
Contest
ITS EASY TO ENTER
BE AT SANTA CRUZ
BEACH AND BOARDWALK
TI-tIS SUNDAY AT NOON
.., IN A BIKINI !
"tt

KEsrR

Asian -American
St u dents interested in medicine
will get a chance this Saturday to quiz medical students from all over California.
The Professional Health
School Workshop will feature
second, third, and fourth
year Asian students from
various medical, dental,
pharmacy, optometry, nursing,
and public health
schools.
The workshop will be Saturday, May 20, from 10 a.m.
to 1 p.m 7 at 145 Dwinelle
Hall at UC Berkeley.
The medical Asian students will provide information on admission, curriculum, faculty, community
health activities, social life
and facilities. The students
will also answer questions
based on actual personal experiences at their schools.
The schools represented
are UC Berkeley, UC San
Francisco, UC Davis, UC
Los Angeles, USC, Stanford,
and University of the Pacific.

Auditorium.
The program, "Vietnam
For Vietnamese," will feature student interpretations
of
Vietnamese
history,
literature anu music, with a
documentary film depicting
the battle of Dien Hein Phu.
Sponsored by the Iranian
Students Association in San
Jose, Third World Coalition
and the Coalition of the Seven
Points, the program is free.

Dr. Paul R. Pinet will
speak today at 3:30 p.m.
in Duncan Hall, 306 on "Cayman Through (NW Caribbean): Extensional or Strike Slip Origin. "
The speech will be slide
illustrated and the public is
invited.
Dr. Pinet is a lecturer
from the Graduate School of
Oceanography at the University of Rhode Island.

Drugs workshop

offered for credit
Narcotics and dangerous
drugs information are the
topics of a week-long workshop at SJS given for one
unit upper division credit,
beginning June 12, and ending the 16th.
Gary Miller, SJS Asst.
professor of Administration
of Justice, and workshop
director said the workshop’s
"broad yet complete scope
will provide professional in
struction for law enforcement officers, correctional
and social workers, medical
practitioners, teac he r s,
counselors, and concerned
citizens."
Instruction will be from
9 a.m. to 4 p.m., in MacQuarrie Hall 523.
A $50
registration fee includes a
daily program of qualified
lecturers discussing the
contemporary problems and
areas of narcotics and
dangerous drugs. Also scheduled is a reaction session
to the information presented.
Areas dealt with will be
law, law enforcement, corrections, and education. The

first lecture on Monday, June
12, will be, "Marijuana: The
New Prohibition," given by
Prof. John Kaplan.
Lunches will not be provided, nor will housing. Preregistration is recommended to insure enrollment. Receiving credit is optional.
Interested persons should
phone Prof. Miller at 2772991 or 277-2993

TYPEWRITER
RENTALS
Special Student
Rates
Rental Purchase
Program
- Electrics
- Standards
- Portables
Adding machines
also

M &R LIQUORS
2882 STORY ROAD
272-0561
CHATEAU WINES AT REASONABLE PRICES
CHATEAU RAUSAN SEGLS ’60
CHATEAU RAUSAN GASSIES ’59, ’61
CHATEAU LAFON ROCHET ’55, ’59, ’64, ’66
CHATEAU MALARTIC LA GRAVIERE ’61
CHATEAU LES CARMES HAUT BRION ’61
CHATEAU BRANAIRE DUCRU ’60. ’62, ’66
CHATEAU BEYCHEVELLE ’57, ’59, ’60, ’62, ’64, ’46, ’67
CHATEAU DUCRU BEAUCAILLOU ’64, ’66, ’67
CHATEAU RAYNE VIGNEAU ’64
CHATEAU RIENSSEC ’45. ’59
CHATEAU DOM VEDRINES ’64
SCHLOSS VOLLRADS ’69, ’70
SCHLON JOHAUNISBERG ’69
PULIGNY MONTRACHET ’66, ’67
VOUVRAY ’67
POUILLY FUME ’67
MERSAULT ’67
SAVIGNY LES BEAUNE ’67
VOSNE ROMAAEE (LES SUCHOTSI ’66
NIUTS ST. GEORGE ’67 ’69

Affilo/i
itoteConege

He commented that in creasing the police foot pa trot in the area would allow
police to quickly arrive at the
scene.
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will discuss
professions

speech today

END STAY AT
HCLI DAY INN’
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IWNTEEEK5EsTND:SON

2) Fii\IALISTS W I LL
IAPPEAR ON TV ONE MILLION
DOLLAR $’ To
SPEND.
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Miss
Outdoor
Sport

CLASSES MONDAY through THURSDAY
FRIDAY IS FREE
Events, Recreation

Field Trips, Special

THREE DAY WEEKENDS ALL SUMMER
SEVEN UNITS IN SIX WEEKS
NO ADMISSION HASSLES
ANYONE
IS ELIGIBLE; Regular Students, Disqualified Students, Graduate Students, Teachers,
Foreign Students, Anyone over 18 years.
CATALOG WITH REGISTRATION CARD
AVAILABLE IN SUMMER SESSIONS OF
FICE, ADM 143, AND COLLEGE UNION
INFORMATION CENTER

INTERSESSION
Workshops - 1 unit

JUNE 12

JUNE 16

SIX WEEK SESSION
7 units

JUNE 19

JULY 28

FOUR WEEK SESSION JULY 31
4 units

AUGUST 25
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By La VONIA ANDERSON
BROTHERHOOD
If you wander down SJS’s
"Although people identify
once famous "fraternity row"
you’ll find one fraternity Greedkom" with White frahouse that is distinctly dif- ternities and racism, our
ferent from the rest.
frats stress more brotherAlthough all the houses hood and fellowship," stated
are adorned with different Johnson.
arrangements of the Greek
In contrast George Highthis fraternity
alphabet,
house is easily distinguish- tower, a Kappa, feels that
able because its inhabitants there is a definite relationship between White and Black
are Black.
The fraternity house is fraternities because "their
operated by members of structures are so similiar.
"I’m in favor of replacing
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity,
one of four Black national the old rituals and traditions
fraternal organizations in the that both White and Black
frats practice with a strucUnited States.
Members of the fra- ture more like African secret
ternity. commonly known as societies," stated Hightower.
"But I doubt if that ever
Ques, have the only established Black fraternity house could happen," he added.
on the &IS campus.
While Hightower seeks
There are two other "on structural change similiar
campus" Black fraternities, to that of secret African
Kappa Alpha Psi and Alpha societies, Johnson already
Phi Alpha.
views Black fraternities as
In addition Phi Beta being comparable to these
Sigma, though not affiliated societies.
with the campus, has one
AFRICAN RITUALS
known inactive member at"I think our required
tending SJS.
tasks are comparable to the
TROUBLED HISTORY
African rituals and customs
All of the Black fraterwarriors must undergo to
nities were organized in the prove themselves to be men. ’
South between 1906 and 1919.
stated Johnson.
Most of them were formed
None of the Black fratenas a result of discrimination
nities view themselves as
practiced by the White frabeing racist.
ternities.
"Our fraternity is open to
They started out as either
anyone who wants to join it,"
business or intellectual orstated Lassiter.
ganizations designed to meet
"The ideology and rethe needs of Black college
quirements as stated in the
students.
pledge manual do not reflect
Today they have transa racist attitude," declared
formed themselves into soJohnson.
cial organizations designed
"Our frat is open to any to aid the Black campus and
one who wishes topledge, but
surrounding community.
-Blacks are
"We have sponsored such not too many non
programs as an annual pic- willing to go through the
period," quipped
nic
for
Eastside Black pledge
youths, a play day, and an Johnson.
The usual requirements
annual Blackmans Award to
.1 Black male resident of San to pledge a Black fraternity
Jose." stated Jimmy Lassi- are at least second semester, member of the executive ter freshmen status, fill time
committee for the Alphas.
FOUR PRINCIPLES
four cardinal principles, manhood, scholar
ship, milt ft and perseverance
help
to perpetuate Black
identity", stated Jim Johnson, president of the Ques
With this concept our
brothers have stimulated
business interests in the
Black community, have held
benefits with proceeds going
to SJS Educational Opportunity Program and have
sponsored the New African
School System, a supplementary school designed to teach
pre-school and elementary
school childre2 about their
heritage." adda Johnson.
None of the Black fraternities view themselves as
being carbon copies of White
fraternities.
"Black frats are more
down to earth than the White
frats." stated Lassiter.
You don’t find any empty
15 room Black frat houses on
11th Street.
Black frats
are more involved in the affairs that concern Black people. That’s the reason White
frats have failed and Black
rats are -having continued
sucee,,.

for county queen

summer

S149

EUROPE

enrollment in

a college and a

2.5 GPA.
PLEDGING

Miss Santa Clara County
"is the all-American girl
who is intelligent, poised,
talented and serious about
furthering her education,"
according to Bill Smethers,
director of the Miss Santa
Clara County Pageant Association.

the pageant finals July 22
Miss Santa Clara County
will reign as the 28th Queen
of the Santa Clara County
She will receive a
Fair.
$1,000 educational scholarship and serve as the county’s
official hostess for an entire
year.

Applications for the 1972
pageant are available now
by calling 262-6824, 2756720 or 295-3050.

Contestants will compete
in evening gown, swimsuit
talent
competition
and
Beauty is not the main point
of judging, according to
Smethers.

Forty contestants will be
selected for competition in
the preliminary pageant July
1 at the Santa Clara Fairjudgments about the frat you grounds.
Form there, 11
should first come and check finalists will be chosen to
them out," concluded John- compete for the crown of
son.
Miss Santa Clara County at

The pageant is sponsored
by the Miss Santa Clara
County Pageant Association
in cooperation with the Santa
Clara County Fair Association.
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"The main thing to know
about the pledge period Is
that its mainly a psychological thing. The tasks the
pledges undergo help them
to gain the strength to cope
with the problems of life,"
stated Lassiter.
"Before being made, a
pledge must complete several civic and house projects
that will contribute to the
welfare of the Black community," commented Johnson.
"Before you make any
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An attempt at surrealism’

Gallery displays ceramics
By PAULINE BONDONNO
Dick Miyamoto’s ceramics, currently on display
in the C.U. Art Gallery
through next Friday, are a
successful attempt at surrealistic sculpture.
Combining parts of the
human body, in his complicated ceramic forms which
are also functional, Miyamoto creates interesing pieces
with more than one dominant
theme.

One surrealistic piece,
difficult to describe except
that it has lines resembling
a woman’s fanny, and also
functions as a vase, has delicate contrasting inner dimension to it with tiny paintings of birds sitting on a
cherry blossom branch.
"The work becomes more
real by becoming functional,"
explained Miyamoto, who has
exhibited his work at the
San Francisco Potter’s As-

suelatiiiii shinw and at the De
Young Museum.
One of the most beautiful
pieces, a blown glass goldfish bowl, with a goldfish
swimming inside of it, is
suspended by an outstretched
hand which connects
the
tinted -aqua colored bowl to
the finely lined geometric
base of the sculpture.
The hands, which Miyamoto uses in some of his
sculptures, were casted and

appear vei y alive, adding
a perspective of man to his
works.
The glaze and cracking on
the artist’s raku wares on
exhibit shows his aptness in
the art, however the curves
of the sculptures themselves
lack the aesthetic appeal that
his other works evoke.
"The Age of Wit," an
exhibition of 18th and 19th
century English satrical
graphics, presented by Fritz
A. Frauchiger in fulfillment

Funk’s new album ‘Mark, Don and Mel’
musically mediocre, assets ‘very small’
By STEVE MARINUCCI
It wasn’t an easy task to
listen to the latest release
by Grand Funk Railroad,
"Mark, Don and Mel, 196971" and be objective about it.

Cindy Cramer

Dick Miyamoto gazes at his sculpture held up by outstretched hands

a... DA TEBOOK

Initiative
Concert

South Boy
rock-folk -soul
fiy DAVE CRAWFORD

On running a night club...

"Obviously I’m not losing money every month, but I’m
not the millionaire some people think," says Rominger, who
opened the rustic club in August of 1970.
"I personally felt that rock and roll was a marketable
commodity to a more sophisticated group," the 29 -year-old
Rominger said concerning his motive for starting the club.
He was never involved in music or promotions before
he started his club, and he was managing a roast beef sandwich franchise in the San Jose area before he rented the
property.
He took it easy as far as the entertainment went until
January of 1971, when he booked blues -rock man Boz
Scaggs. That very successful engagement "broke everything
loose" and the club has since presented other big names
like bluesman Albert King, gospel -soul vocalist Merry
Clayton, Stoneground, Hot Tuna and Elvin Bishop.
Rominger goes with Thursday nights rather than the weekends for most of the bigger groups because, "I can’t compete with a concert of 7,000 people." Also it’s usually
easier to book the biggies on the "off" Thursday night. "Now,
everybody (bands) knows what we can do (financially)
and what they can do."
The toughest part of his job is to keep the club interesting
enough for the 35 or so employees- --to avoid routine.
Rominger, a low-key individual, isn’t real exuberant in
his answer to how he enjoys running the Bodega, although
he says, "It comes and goes." But it’s got to be better
than pushing roast beef sandwiches.
Vibes man Bobby Hutcherson Friday through Sunday
at Palo Alto In Your Ear.
Alice Coltrane,
Friday night at SJS men’s gym:
jazz violinist Michael White and sax man John Kelmmer.
SAN JOSE SOUNDS
Trry Fetterman tonight, Pen Oregon Friday -Saturday, Childhood’s End
Trilogy tonight through Saturday, Green Catherine Sun
Sunday et Ricardo’s
Maple Syrup tonight through
At Strawberry Fields
day at Garlic Factory
American Headband tonight
Saturday, Froggy Bottom Blues Band Sunday.
through Sunday at Isadore, Jolyn Bien tonight throughSunday at Reuben’s Plank
house
Al the Fog Horn Herm Wyatt tonight Mellow light rock Friday, Rain-

IP’
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This reviewer attempted
it anyway, and if this album
is the total indication of their
musical talents, Grand Funk
should give it all up.

The "talent" of Grand
Funk is very small, their
very mediocre.
A rock concert sponsored music is
the Beatles be
by the California Marijuana Lest fans of
Grand Funk has a
Intiative will be held tonight worried,
at the Fox Theatre, 345 S.
First St.
Stoneground, Earthquake
and Jessie Wolfe and the
Whings will be featured in
the production.
Tickets are $2 in advance,
$2.50 at the door, available
at Blind Pilot Metal Crafts,
72 E. San Fernando; UnderBy JIM MURPHY
ground Records, 2nd and San
In 1969, a quiet, unpreFernando streets, and the tentious film appeared in theFox Theatre box office.
atres and, while the critics
Proceeds will go to CMI spoke of its sentimentality,
for advertising and promo- they all agreed it was beaution.
tifully photographed.
:::::::::::::::::::::::-:::-::-::
The film was Gordon
Parks’ "The Learning Tree,"
and it will be shown on Channel 5 tonight at 11:30 p.m.
Based on Parks’ autobiographical novel of the same
name, the film concentrates
on a Black youth growing
up in the Kansas of the ’20s,
Ralph Morocco, ail SJS picking his way through the
graduate art student, was pleasures and perils of life
recently awarded the $3,000 in the White heartland of
first prize at the Art Invi- America.
Parks was born in 1912
tational for Bay Area artists,
held at the Fiberboard Build- at Fort Scott, Kansas. Before becoming a photograing in San Francisco.
Morocco’s new realistic pher for Life magazine in
oil painting titled "Joan," 1949, he worked as a bus
after his wife was awarded boy, a piano player, a lumfirst prize in the exhibit berjeck, a dining car waiter
which included painting and and a professional basketball
player.
prints.

"Mark, Don, and Mel,
1969-71", intended to be a
representative sample of
Grand Funk, ranges from fair
to poor. The only listen able cuts were "Time Machine" and "Mean Mistreater."
The others, whose names
my mind doesn’t care to
recall, mostly show Grand
Funk’s preoccupation with
raising listener’s emotions,
rather than the quality of
their music.
It’s really too bad, too.
I think the group, given time,
could have the potential todo
better.
But the fact the
group has been hyped as a
"super -group" from the very
beginning, "breaking all rec-

ords, getting standing ovations in every city" etc., it’s
been difficult to give Grand
Funk the chance to prove
themselves.
That may change, though.
Grand Funk has announced
a split with manager Terry
Knight, with ROLLING
STONE quoting friends in
Flint, Michigan, the group’s
home, as saying the band was
tired of Knight dictating
everything the band would do
and play.

manager exerts, and how
much they themselves work
at it to improve their sound
When the suspension on
Grand Funk’s contracts, imposed by Knight is lifted,
we’ll know whether they are
a better band without a manager dictating their tastes.
They can do better than
they have.

This girl has
reservations.
BARB.AHA EDELL / 244-6671
Your campus rep has reservations for 160 PSA flights
day, connecting Northern and Southern California. At
lowest air fares So when you want to go. lust call It’s
free service. (Sorryno free seats we really have
reservations about that I psA,

gives you a lift.

4 DAYS TO GO
Only 14 days and the end of the
semester is upon us. We at Jabinsky’s
want to thank you for making our place
a better place. We invite you to stop by
on those hot slimmer days to cool off
with an ice cold beer.

17cilainsgyi’s
181 E SANTA CLARA

"THE WILD CHILD"
WED & THURS AT lb 10:10
PLUS

THE BEATLES
YELLOW SUBMARIN
WED & THUM AT 835
1/2 HR LATER
ON FRI & SAT

NICIELOBSON

LINCOLN It CEDAR WS.
SANTO CRI2

(Every Night)

Thoogh it’s tied up in
court now, because Knight is
suing GFR and Jo John
Eastman, Paul McCartney’s
brother-in-law, the same
man who McCartney wanted
to manage the Beatles in
place of Allen Klein, if Knight
should emerge the loser, it
could mean a new chapter for
Grand Funk, depending on
how much control their new

Profession’ Pharmacists
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A tube premiere

Contrary to what a lot
of people think, not every
night club owner is living
in luxury from vast profit
taking.
Ken Rominger, owner and
manager of the Bodega Restaurant in Campbell, provides a good example of the
problems and compensations
of running a night club, although his establishment is
more consistent than most
in getting the big name entertainment.

bow Hill Saturday.

There has been so much
written about the group, both
good and bad, as well as almost endless hype by their
mentor, Terry Knight, that
judging the two -album set on
its musical assets alone was
hard without bringing in other
factors to cloud one’s judgement.

long way to go to surpass the
Beatles, despite the fact they
may have sold out Shea Stadium.

of an art history master’s
degree, is also on exhibit.
Frauchiger is the first
art history candidate to initiate a new play which involves a project rather than
the standard thesis.
The 40 authentic caricatures, many of them gathered
from Stanford museum, focus
on political pokes at the social conscious of England.
These early works brought
the caricature and satire into
prominence.
"The social and political
satire is just as relevant
today," commented Frauchiger, "it shows that we haven’t
changed that much; we still
laugh and are horrified by the
sante things "

{All Seats Reserved)

PER PERFORMANCE
A

In addition to "The Learning Tree," Parks has also
done a short BIM, "Flavio,"
plus two TV documentaries,
"The World of Pin i Thomas"
and "The Dairy of a Harlem
Family."
In talking about the film,
Parks said, "That’s my
story...and it’s an honest
story."
Also good on TV tonight:
"Darling," with Julie
Christie and Dirk Bogarde,
is Channel 2’s movie at 8

p.m
Channel 9’s "Playhouse New York" has ".The
’40s: Hollywood --You Must
Remember" at 8:30 p.m., a
survey of Hollywood during
the ’40s.
Tomorrow night’s TV
scene is highlighted by Channel 9’s "Film Odyssey."
The Japanese movie
"Y ojimbo, " one of those
swinging Samurai flicks will
grace the boob tube starting at 8:30 p.m.

Festival

PRICES ARE PER PERSON

scheoules sub ect lo

The 84
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TWO GREAT NIGHTS
IN OAKLAND COLISEUM STADIUM
FRIDAY, JUNE 9-8 PM

Ray Charles / Ike & Tina
Turner / B.B. King / Stan
Getz / Jimmy Smith Jam
Session with Kenny Burrell, Clark Terry, Joe Newman, Roy Haynes, Zoot
Simms,
Illinois Jacquet,
Louis Bellson

SATURDAY, JUNE 10-8 PIA

Nina Simone / Donny
Hathaway / Miles Davis /
Les McCann / The Giants
of Jazz with Dizzy Gillespie, Thelonious Monk,
Sonny Stitt, Art Blakey, Kai
Winding, Al McKibbon

Coliseum (135-711001: In WendSherman
Clay 1444-1157S1. lay nolier
ITickers
I 76 3. , 600 I. Mill los Office WARMS’, Fremontrlookmatk (7/1.7010); also
San Jose los Wino (244-111.0), Peninsula boa Hies
(154-2600): ASUC llos
Office M2-3125); SF Downtown Center (77S-202II: lay Area Urban Lesegu
022.9301. ALL MACY’S and all Coliseum Agencies Mail orders from: COLISEUM BOX OFFICE, Nirn;M1 Freeway & Hegenbetger Road, Oakland, t442I
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ACROSS
I Happened in 1906
9 SJS mascot
16 Years old
17
109
18 Ocean
19 Kind of rum
20 Roman dross
22 Liquid measurement
23 Gone with the Wind character
25 Spain
27 Talk .ng horse’s name
28 Artist’s tool
39 F ranch army
32 Potters’ oven
39 To his - - Mistress
* Bumble bee talk
37 Planet of the 40 Dr -42 One of the "3" Stooges
43 Campus auditokiurn
49 Black or dark
52 A baseball league
53 Therefore
54 A god
55 A theater .n S F
57 Kind of insect

59
62
66
67
68

Luck
Unit used in measuring light
waves
A dorm on campus
God of love
Snoopy isoon

DOWN
I Consume
2 In limes past
3 What you must do to vot
4 Horsepower
5 Quart
6 Where China is
7 To know (poetic)
8 Same as 01
9 San Jose State
10 College Union room
11 American Medical Association
12 Not often
13 Mork used over "n" in Spanish
14 Top card in poker
15 Sodium
21 Lincoln’s first name
22 In math, 3 14
24 President of &A
26 A large deer

28

33

31
33
34
38
39
41
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
56
58
60
61

Begin the 24th of May
Great Britain
A form of oxygen
Bug
Where Credence was stuck
Winnie the ---Senior
"I" in Spanish
A F reudian term
In the location of
Eighth month of the Hebrew year
Chickens lay ’ern
Affirmative
To De wrong
Bring Your Own Bottle
Note well
He --- the whole thing
E lectroencephalograph
Famous for root beer
Physical Education

63 Negative

64. I
65, Industrial Engineer

Koupal cautions students
’smog’s going to get you’
BY LINDA SMITH
’Black, White, Brown,
itcpublican or Democrat...
!no matter what you are,
smog’s going to get you,"
’said Ed Koupal, co-founder
of the People’s Lobby, and
master -mind of Proposition
Nine, in speaking to two
Environmental Studies
classes Monday.
**We’re an after -the -fact
society and that’s one of our
problems. We’d rather not
confront an issue head on and
that’s what has happened with
smog,’ he stated.
-We’re going to have to
bring an end to this nonsense."
Koupal spoke to two audiences of about 160 about
the forming of the People’s
Lobby and the background
of Proposition Nine.
The peoples’ Lobby was
formed in November of 1968
to do something about "environmental pornography,"
defined Koupal. More positive action is needed and no
more studies, he said.
"We want to start to
implement this knowledge,"
said Koupal.
The Peoples’ Lobby is an
organization of all volunteers, including the legal
staff. They have taken
several cases to both the
State Supreme Court and the
Federal Supreme Court.
One such case taken to
the Federal Supreme Court
won a 6-1 decision giving
18 -year -olds the right to
register where they live instead of their parents place
of residence.

"Maybe they’re nut high
enough. Maybe the federal
government would take into
consideration that smog travels over state lines. In
that case it would come under the responsibility of the
Interstate Commerce Act,"
said Koupal.
Who would be the highest federal official who
knows about smog, Koupal
questioned.
"Nixon knows there’s
smog. It took $35 million to
put him in office. Couldthat
have disquieted him? Do
you think his tongue could
be tied to his wallet’?" Koupal asked.
The initiative for Proposition Nine cost $8,000 and
325,000 signatures to get
on the ballot. "The initiative is pure democracy,"
said Koupal.
"There are 1,380 studies
going on in this country about
smog. We have almost studied our way out of a planet,"
contends Koupal. "Now is
the time to implement those
studies."
Proposition Nine "eliminates conflicts of interest."
The way the boards are set
up now, it’s a case of the
rats guarding the cheese,"
said Koupal.
In changing the boards
he polluters will have to
ask for permission to polute, said Koupal.
Proposition Nine wipes
tut the fining process. The

B&B
Fbreign Car Center
A UTMORIZED SALES AND SERVICE

Now the Peoples’ Lobby
is concerned withthe "Clean
Environment Act," more
commonly known as Proposition Nine.
’’In the last session of the
legislature, not one piece of
environmenta.1
legislation
came through the process of
came out, ’ Koupal pointed
out. -We’ve tried to work
through the process of Congress, the Legislature and
city councils. We’ve been
through it all
We think they’ve had theii
chance and they have failed,’
he contended.
Using the smog -ridden
Los Angeles area as an example. Koupal went on to
hypothesize that perhaps
there aren’t elected officials
high enough to do something
about the smog problem.
Koupal considered Gov
Reagan and Lt. Gov. Ed Rein, ecke both from the I,os
. Angeles area.

is "a way for
the boys to buy a license to
be illegal."
With Proposition Nine
there will be an accessment
procedure. "There will be
a point four percent accessment every day on the polluter. "That would be $18,
million a day for Standard
Oil," Koupal believes.
"Proposition Nine requires our licensed car dealers to sell a legal product.
This would make our car
dealers the single biggest
lobbyist for clean air," stated Koupal.
Proposition Nine calls
for a five year moratorium
on atomic energy plants.
"I’m not saying corporations are bad. We need
them to make the economy
go around. We just need to
bring them into perspective
so we can co -exist on the
same
planet."
insisted
Koupal.
"What kind of corporate
mind would spill sulfuric
acid into the atmosphere because it’s only one per cent
of the problem," asked Koupal.
"The overall benefit of
Proposition Nine will be an
increase in the job market."
New technology and redesigning will be needed,
contends Koupal. "New ways
will be needed to help mother
nature."
"To kill the consumer
is to kill the economy and
that’s what we’re doing
now," concluded Koupal.
lining process
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continues today
Anti -war activity moves
on several fronts today, as
faculty, students and military vets will demonstrate
opposition to the war in Viet nam.
More than 50 SJS instructors have agreed to join today’s faculty -led march, departing from Seventh Street
at noon.
The group will travel
down San Carlos to First
Street, continuing to St.
James Street and winding
back to Santa Clara before
returning to campus.
The march, said Dr. Alan
Barnett, of the Tutorial Deparment and coordinator of
the action, is aimed at demonstrating to the community that SJS faculty members are strongly opposed
to continued American involvement, militarily, politically and financially, in
Vietnam.
Protesters should "return to the peace movement," Dr. Barnett said.
"The march is to encourage
people to go on working in
ways they best know how,
and to demonstrate to the
community at large that the
professors on this campus
are profoundly concerned."
Anti -war activity will also be based on campus, with
protest activist and draft
resistance leader David
Harris speaking on Seventh
Street at 11:30 a.m.
Harris, who recently
spent 20 months in a West
Texas penitentiary for draft
resistance, has long endorsed
American withdrawal from Southeast Asia,

and addressed SJS students
last fall, calling for a revolution with "the power of
love for everyone."
Harris’ speech, sponsored by the Air War Initiative,
will be followed by live
music, a spokesman said.
Tables will be set up
where
registered Santa
Clara voters can put their
signature to the initiative,
which calls for a halt to
the bombing of Vietnam,
Cambodia, Laos and Thailand, plus cessation of U.S.
financial support to these
countries and an effort by
California’s political representatives to enforce these
demands.
Also at 11:30 this morning, several Vietnam combat veterans will conduct
a convocation in the C.U.
Spokesman Scott Smith
related that the program will
explore the attitudes of G.I.s
returning from Vietnam regarding "racism, genocide
and imperialism."
Saturday, demonstrators
will gather in San Jose’s
William Street Park to denounce the Vietnam war,
racism and oppression.
SJS professor Dr. Jack
Kurzweil, one of the activities coordinators, has indicated that Angela Davis may
be permitted to address the
rally.
Bus ticket sales have
been brisk in the Bay Area
and Los Angeles, Dr. Kurzweil added, indicating that
the number of demonstrators should far exceed early
speculations of approximately 2,000

Chote speaks
By JOYCE McCALLISTER
News Editor
Speaking to an audience
of three yesterday, Ray
Chote, Democratic candidate
for Congress in the 17th
District, gave his reasons
for running.
"My interest is opening
up the electoral process and
getting more people involved," said the balding, portly
"If I’m elected, I
Chote.
promise to set up a permanent volunteer service to
poll people in the district
on all issues."
Chote’s big plank in his
platform is that he is running without any funds. He
successfully sued to forego
his filing fee in March
"Most of the problems
we have now are a result
of non -communication between the people and government," Chote said calmly
but forcefully.
"We need
to play down the personalities in office and play up
people
participating
in
government."
On major issues
believes:

Chote

"The Vietnam war was
illegal from the beginning.
We need to get out now.
busing is
"School
needed for desegregation. 1
think it’s the only way to
achieve desegregation.

"I’ve signed the marijuana initiative.
We need
to orient our drug program
as the British have --just a
simple straightforward thing
that needs to be done.
of
"I’m in favor
Proposition 9 (the "clean
air" act). Someof thewordMg is wrong, but it’s the
only option we have right
now."

Chote is running against
Santa Clara Mayor Gary
Gillmor, Jim Stewart, Bill
Hugle and Charles Duke in
the Democratic primary.
Pete McCloskey is a contender in the Republican pri-

mary.
"If I win and Pete
wins, he’s said he’ll run in
November without funds, too.
It should be an interesting
election.’’

EUROPE
8220. - $273. H
From West Coast
Fly One WayFrom $125
Flights All Year Long
Flights Also Available
to Israel and the Orient
For Information
Contact 365-8625
E.S.E.P.
801 Woodside Rd.
Redwood City
ESEP - SJSC Members

F

NEED A PLACE TO DO IT?
NCWMAN hALL
FOR RENt
Parties, Receptions, Meetings
--Room for 300 people -Reasonable Rates!
Call Now For Information:
294-4622

MG MIDGETYOUTH FARE

insmt vrs

Phone 247-3444

DEN

MS STEVENS CREEK BLVD
SANTA C, APA "e,,r risOr’

You Don’t Have To Leave
Campus to -find out about
leaving town.
Professional Travel
Service for Students
Faculty & Staff
LOWEST AIR FARES
TO ANY DESTINATION
Eurai I Passes
Group

SPARTAN
TRAVEL MART

Discounts

’ Student Stand- by
Cards/ Tickets

Never a Service Charge

Downstairs in College Union
447-2030
Men -Fri Sf0910

:We I’
OUTDOOR F:XPO
’II \Y 21. 1072 - 10:00

72
St

Newark tom lllll its Ccnter and Park
355(11 Cellar Blvd., Ncwark, California

,4

’1.11 4.00

friN

FOIT_TI1E, Hiker, Family Camprr, Backpacker, Skier.
Fisherman, Ecologial, Conservationist.
1 rommerrial displaya: outcloor.wilderness eituipment, gear
and clothing.
1:1311’ conservation and ecology group
2_111EAIRE_FRE-5ENTATIOM
"human Ecology Yosemite Evpmence" Dr. Brown
."Month Along John Muir Trail
Durham Family
altiT: FREE, .1trept 25 MILS for theatre preaentationa.
INFO. CALL: 797.9552, 862.2309, 65643372
annp.115:

Fremont -Newark Nuns Club. Tn-City Ecology Center.
Ohio, Audubon Soninly. (Airs of Fremont and Newark
iierralion

40

’41...-)
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BRITISH L’ELAND MOTORS! ofc

They. day’. you don t have to look
very far to find a small,economical car.
But to find one that’s economical
and a pure-bred, SCCA-winning
sports carwell, that leaves you a
Choice of about one.
MG Midget.
Just the right size for you, your
trend and enough gear to see you
through a weekend.
You’ll discover that the real
meaning of "sports motoring" has

nothing to do with 1/4 -mile strips at
abandoned airports.
It has to do with roads that take
to the hills where the scenery and
fresh air are. Roads that turn and twist
and meander down the other side,
faithful to the contours of nature.
That’s where terms like rack-andpinion steering, front disc brakes,
race -seasoned suspension and a
close -ratio 4 -speed gearbox, start
making sense to the uninitiated.

And you’ll wonder how you ever drove
without full sports car instrumentation:
an electric tachometer, separate
gauges for oil pressure, water
temperature and fuel level. There’s
even a trip odometer.
MG Midget sports other standards
like a 1275 cc. overhead valve
engine, mag-style wheels, radial-ply
tires, leather steering wheel cover,
reclining bucket seats, full carpeting
and three -blade windshield wipers.

LEONin N J MOB

What do you pay for this small
economical sports car? Of all the
proven winners ncw in national SCCA
sports car racing, it’s the one with
the lowest price tag.
A little for a lot of sports car.
For the name of your nearest
MG dealer and for information
about overseas delivery, dial (800)
631-1972. In New Jersey dial (800)
962-2803 Calk are toll -free
MG. The sports cat America loved first.
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Spartan cage, grid squads snag new recruits
BY JACK MOGG
and DAVE CRAWFORD
The backbone of any
major college basketball
team’s success is its freshman program. And SJS has
put that theory to work with
the signing of four of California’s top high school
cagers.
Whereas
last year’s
frosh squad had a dismal
year with only two recruited
players, frosh mentor Dave
Waxman and head man Ivan
Guevara are just completing
their first full recruiting
year.

One of their catches in
Mike Stevens, a 6-9 star
from Gardena High in Los
Angeles. He averaged 21.7
points per game and made
first team All -Marine league.
Stevens is only a 17 year
old and Guevara says, "He’ll
grow some more. He moves
very well for a big guy."
The best player of the
crop appears to be 6-6 Earl
Hogue, who was first team
All -League at San Bernardino’s Pacific High.
"He’s (Hogue) a super
prospect," noted Waxman,

and a great athlete."
SJS also snagged the
southland’s No. 3 scorer, 6-5
San Pedro High product Jack
Gamulin. He hit at a 24.3
pace and made second team
All -Los Angeles.
Waxman describes
Gamulin as a great shooter
who will play outside somewhere.
Ken Mickey, a 6-1 guard
from LA’s Locke High, may
develop into SJS’ playmaker
according to Guevara. "He’s
a very polished player. He’ll
be the quarterback of the
freshman team next sea -

son."
Guevara
has been
searching the JC ranks for
a playmaking guard and a
mobile big man, and may
have found the former in 6-1
Eric Saulny from Harbor JC
in the southland. Although
Saulny hasn’t signed a letter
of intent to SJS, he appears
headed here.
Guevara recruited the
170 -pound guard out of high
school for the SJS head man’s
successful Whittier College
squad.
, ’lent appears to be

a necessity after a lackluster
performance against the
Alumni and head football
Coach Dewey King has come
up with three excellent recruits.
The newcomers have all
signed letters of intent and
grant-in-aid
forms this
week.
Dennis Booker, a transfer from Palo Verde JC,
brings pro size to the running back corps. The 6-2,
230 pound gridder was the
outstanding running back in
Pennsylvania two years ago,
averaging ’7 I wards per

carry.
Booker made five prep
All -America teams and cap tured four yearly honors.
"We expect him to add a
great deal to our running offense and pass blocking,"
said King.
Another Eastern -grown
product,
Eugene Teague,
adds necessary speed to the
running back corps. The
6-0, 195 pound halfback was
accorded All -State and All Conference honors at Eastern Thatcher JC in Arizona
in 1970.

Pitchers hide in grass shack
when Alcarez swings bat
By JAY GOLDBERG
He doesn’t come from a
little "grass shack," but
Gary Alcarez does come
from Lihue, Hawaii, wielding
a big bat.
Alcarez, a 5-6, 150 pound
sophomore,
nearly didn’t
play baseball.
When Alcarez was a "little fella" in Lihue, his father
forced him to play baseball.
"At first I played to satisfy him," Alcarez said.
"Now I’m very glad he
did want me to play."
So is SJS.
Alcarez was named to
the Bay Area Intercollegiate
Frosh-Soph All -Conference
team Wednesday.
He was the only Sparta babe named to the all -league
squad.
The peppery secondbaseman earned this honor not
only for his batting and fielding, but his attitude as well.
"Alcarez comes ready

50,. P

to play. He comes out to do
one thing and that’s play
baseball," said frosh-soph
coach Jon Hennig.
"I wish every ballplayer
would approach the game
the way he does."
As a fielder Alcarez
turns in some fancy plays.
"When I was four years
old, my father hit a line
drive at me," Alcarez said
as he pondered his past.
"The ball hit be pretty
hard, it really hurt."
Alcarez doesn’t give
many line drives or ground
balls a chance to hit him,
let alone get by him.
Most of the errors Alcarez committed this past
season were at shortstop.
"I prefer second base
over shortstop," said Alcarez.
"The reason is I can
make the pivot on the doubmake the pivot on the
double play a lot easier and

Cn/Iiii,41111OW
lave

Drennan

Gary Al c varez frosh soph spark plug

i can cover more ground at
second base."
Alcarez, nicknamed the
"Snake" by his teammates.
wasn’t a regular performer
in his freshman year.
"I learned a lot sitting
on the bench.
Most guys
hate not to play; I do to.
"I believe it was a good
experience for me, since
viewing what was happening
on the field gave me abetter
insight to the game."
"The Snake" certainly
learned a lot.
Alcarez upped his batting average from around
.250 as a freshman to a
second spot in the team stats with a .323 batting mark.
Alcarez spends nearly
$100 of his own money to buy
his
baseball equipment.
From bats to eye blackener,
Alcarez provides his own.
The only thing SJS provides is the uniform.
Alcarez has a good
chance of making the SJS
varsity next spring and a
possible shot at pro ball
in two years.
"I don’t want to play
professional baseball," Alcarez said.
"If I don’t make the varsity, then my baseball
career will be over."
The career that will begin for Alcarez is karate.
He has achieved the level
of the red belt.
"I plan on making karate
my lifetime pursuit," said
the member of the SJS Tae
Kwon Do Club (the Korean
form of karate)

team took 19th last year at
the NCAA finals.
SJS coach Butch Krikorian, who goes after his
fourth straight Men’s 45
title this week at the California State Senior Tennis
Championships at the Burlingame Peninsula Tennis
Club, said the Georgia
courts are similar to SJS’
so no big transition is needed for the Spartans. "The
game is the same," Krikorian noted.
The four NCAA-bound
netters are entered in next
week’s Mountain View Open
tourney, which offers some
good preparation with Stanford and U.C. Berkeley
players also entered.

Intramurals
Softball playoffs continued Tuesday afternoon with
Theta Chi beating the Tectonics 9-7.
In fast -pitch action the
Softballers defeated Sigma
Chi 14-3, scoring 12 runs
in the third frame.
Tony Garcia of the Soft bailers was the pitching star.
Pitching for Sigma Chi

was not as impressive. The
losing pitcher walked a total
of 11 Softballers.
Today softball team captains may pick up their forfeit fees in the A.S. business
office.
The slow -pitch champ
will face Stanford University
Saturday at 4 p.m. at
Stanford.

All -Golden Gate Conference
recognition.
King
happily
added,
"Johnson can block, catch
the ball and is a fine allaround athlete.
His credentials are impressive and
should add immensely to our
tight -end position."
Johnson said, "I’m glad
decided to come here. I
chose SJS mainly because
it appears there’s a good
chance to see action as a
tight -end. "
The three prospects will
report to fall practice on
opening day, August 20.

Wheelchair cage benefit

Ex-SJS wrestler Kerr set
as new Spartan mat coach
Terry Kerr, 23 -year -old
SJS senior, is slated to be
Spartans’ wrestling
the
coach next year.
Only approval from the
Athletic Board keeps from
making Kerr’s appointment
Kerr helped coach this
past season’s squad with
Hugh Mumby. Mumby was
the Spartan grapplers’ head
coach.
Under Kerr’s tutelage the
Spartans finished second in
the PCAA championships.
A very aggressive athlete when he was a wrestler
for SJS, Kerr plans to do the
same as a coach.
"1 plan on having three
teams," Kerr said.
"There will be two varsity teams and a frosh-soph
squad."
The first team will corn-

pete in the tourneys and most
of the dual matches and the
second team will see action
in one tournament.
"Having three squads is
the best way to keep a large
squad of athletes in good condition," Kerr said.
Kerr has his team slated
to participate in six tournaments and 17 dual matches.
Seven matches will be held
at SJS.
Another Kerr innovation
is an Alumni -Varsity match.
"The
different thing
about a wreathing contest
such as this, is that the
Alumni will have to make
’weight’,’ Kerr said.
In his recruiting attempts
Kerr has been quite successful.
He has garnered 15
prep athletes and three
junior college transfers for
SJS, all of championship

caliber.

"I haven’t had much
coaching experience before
this season, but I’m really
excited at the opportunity,"
said Kerr.
As a wrestler Kerr played for the varsity all four
years, three as a regular.
He didn’t join the varsity
until mid -way through his
freshman year.
As a Junior Kerr posted a
12-2 mark in dual match
competition for his best individual mark.
He placed in the PCAA
championships for three
years and finished sixth in
in the NCAA District -8 regionals in ’71.
Kerr will receive his B.S.
in Physical Education this
Spring and plans to work on
his masters and teaching
credential next year.

Bob Millis and Bob Dunn,
students at SJS, have a very
important Olympic engagement this July, even though
it is not in Munich. The
pair recently qualified to
compete in the National
Wheelchair Olympics in
New York.
Only problem is, they
are short of funds needed
for travel to the evfmt.
So, Millis and Dunn have
organized a special wheelchair basketball game in
Spartan Gym tonight at 8
against some of the Spartan
coaches. Admission is $1.
Challenging the "Spartan
2 plus 1 plus I plus 1 will
be the quintet of Ivan Guevara (basketball), Willard
Wells (freshman football),
Terry Kerr (wrestling),
Mike Monsees (swimming)
and Lee Walton (water polo).

Expected to join Millis
and Dunn are former SJS
cage star Pat Hamm, Grad
Representative Debbie Wig ley and Paul Skinner of
Abbey’s Rent -All, who is
furnishing the wheelchairs.
Millis and Dunn earned
the right to compete in the
National Wheelchair Olympics during regional qualifying held last week at Gunn
High School in Palo Alto.
The pair also registered
wins or finished high in ping pang, shot put, discus, javelin and bowling.
A special halftime show
will feature the Aloah Nani
dancers.
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Spikers: PCAA spoiler role
The SJS Spartan track
squad will be in the role of
the spoiler when the PCAA
track and field championships opens its two-day run
starting tomorrow at Bud
Winter Field

SJS netters prep for NCAA
BY DAVE CRAWFORD
A four -man SJS contingent to this summer’s
NCAA Tennis Championships will be up against the
toughest amateur competition in the nation.
The tourney is set for
Athens, Ga. June 12-17, and
the U.S.’ top four teams,
Texas Trinity College,
Stanford, USC and UCLA,
will be vying for the No. 1
spot in national collegiate
tennis.
The SJS squad, No. 1
man Carlos Kirmayr and
seniors Robbie Wheatley,
Dave Smith and Chris Fitzpatrick, will be in tough
and going mainly for individual honors. The Spartan

Despite being injured last
season, Teague has the speed
to go all the way from anywhere on the field. "As an
outstanding running back
from Youngstown, Ohio, we
hope he will provide the
speed lost with the graduation of Otis Cooper and Larry
Brice," stated the head mentor.
Good hands and fine size
characterize FrankJohnson,
a tight -end from City College
of San Francisco. He caught
19 passes and two touchdowns a year ago in earning JC 411 -American and

Long Beach State is expected to cop the team crown,
mainly due to its extensive
depth in the distance and
sprint events.
The Spartans, however,
are given a chance, as slim
as it may be, to knock off
the power -laden 99ers.
Coach Ernie Bullard will
be counting on the field
events to pull the Spartans
ahead of Long Beach.
SJS sports the top four
discus throwers in the league

and has the top two of three
triple jumpers and second
and third best pole vaulters
The first event scheduled
for tomorrow is the hammer
throw. The trials start at 2
p.m. with the finals following.
Other finals slated for the
first day are the steeplechase and discus at 9:30 and
the six mile at 4:45.
Decathalon events, all
finals will also be held in
conjunction with the meet

Modest or Magnificent
ir

1 toll

ruLai

Fittye

SAN IOU
91 South First St
307 Town & Country Village
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At last.
A bike bag that
will probably outlast
your bike.
We feel this is the sturdiest
bike bag ever offered.
It’s made of water repellent
DuPont’ Nylon, with extra wide
shoulder straps, waist band,
a two way nylon zippered top
pouch, plus an extra zippered
side pouch.

Carlos Kirmayr...set for NCAA tourney
Bill Cosby
Dave Mason

Circle Star
Winterland
Ticketron

May 25-26 ’!
May 19-20

This bag is perfect for the
day hiker or bike rider. It’s size
is fifteen inches high, twelve
and a half inches wide, and
five inches deep.

Santa Clara Valley Box Office
140 West San Carlos, San Jose
287-5967 Across from Civic Center
********************r*********

Olympia Beer is offering this
bag for $7.50.

It’s been a long dry winter, and what with
developers & loggers hacking away on every
Enchne Cheek or money order made Pay
able 10 OLYMPIA BREWING CO Cash can
not be accepted Return the completed
Iota, and cheek to The Gilt Shop. OLYMPIA

side; the wilderness sure as hell doesn’t
need any burns.

’ BREWING CO P 0 BOX 947. OlYmPla.
Wash.ncoon 98507

So we urge you to

PLEASE PRINT PLAINLY

be especially careful with fire this summer.

(First Name)

(Leal Name)

(Street Address)

MOUNTAIN LIFE
AT 7513 WINCHESTER BLVD,
CAMPBELL PLAZA,

(4001374-7777

L._

THANKS FOR YOUR PATRONAGE DURING THE YEAR
-- HAVE A GOOD SUMMER -TOM, GAYLE, DAN, nouG

MOUNTAIN LIFE

lCity)

v.Ints ate alwayn welcomes? the Olympia Bre,.

(Stale)
alp Code)
Indicate choice of color Blue or Orange
notnn

8 to 4 30 everyday l’Olyft
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Try meditation

for your blues
to take pills for that 19th nervous
breakdown. And you don’t have to join an encounter
roup to improve your personality.
Instead you can sit and meditate those blues away
This is the opinion of the International Meditation
Society (1MS), which is sponsoring "Action and
Awareness --an Introduction to Transcendental Meditation," Thursday, May 25.
Gary Venter, who has studied under Maharishi Mahesh
Yogi, will deliver the lecture, at 8 p.m., in the C.U.
Costanoan Room.
The topic will center on developing the personality
through meditation.
"Over a period of time, the elimination of stress
and built up tension," explained IMS spokesman Richard
Armstrong, about meditation, brings about’ an increasing
appreciation of our environment. He added, meditation
’improves relationships with other people."
Positive effects from the restful meditation state
puts the practicer in such as creativity, energy, and
enjoyment of activity, will be discussed and compared
to other forms of meditation, and mind control. These
brain wave training and auto suggestion.
Scientific research done on transcendental meditation
featured in last February’s Scientific American, shows
the practice provides more rest than sleeping, yet the
mind remains alert.
The free lecture will first be given May 24, at 8 p.m.,
at the County Health Department, 2220 Moorpark, in San
Jose.
More information may be obtained from IMS by calling
328-4888.
You

don’t

have

For summer blahs -

recreation classes
Recreational classes, to
fight the summer blahs, are
now being offered at Leininger Community Center in
Kelly Park and St. James
Community Center at Third
and St. James St.
Fees for the classes will
range from a minimal of $3
a reasonable $8. Re-

gistration begins June 12
and classes begin the week
of June 26.
Classes offered include
astronomy, bread making,
Christmas in July, decupage
and pods ’n cones.
For further information
and a free detailed brochure
277-4000, ext. 4194

Dick stars in ’Anne’
-Anne of a Thousand
Days" starring Richard
Burton and Genineve Bujold,
will be shown at the Friday
Flicks, 7 and 10 p.m.

Proceeds of the showings
will be donated to Child Day
Care Center, which will open
next fall.
Admission is 50 cents.

Projection services to end
Due to the ending ot the
semester all projection
services will end tomorrow,
Instructors may
May 19.

equipment
until May 31. Normal Audio Visual services will be resumed on June 12.
still

check

E4ipotit-tt astg-uti

meetings
TODAY
FILIPINO -AMERICAN STUDENT ASC U Pacifica
SOCIATION, 7 p
Room Election of officers
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION. 7 30 pm . college chapel
THE NAVIGATORS, Bible study. 7 30
pm CU Pacheco Room
JEWISH MYSTICISM AND CHASIDISM
discussion group, 7 30 pm Jewish
Student Center 47 S 5th St Everyone invited
CAMP COUNSELOR RAP SESSION,
11 30 to 2pm ,C U Guadalupe Room.
to exchange ideas and improve camp
programs
VIETNAM FOR VIETNAMESE. p m
Morris Dailey Auditorium An evening with anti ’warstudents. poetry and
songs of Vietnam, speakers. and a
documentary film on Dien Bien Phu
battle Free

misc.
TODAY
PHILOSOPHY OF HUMANISTIC DESIGN. 2 pm. CU Diablo Room
"TO MAKE A REVOLUTION,", film
made by David Wiess, 8pm, CU
Council Chambers Also, footage of
the Aug 26, 1970 Women’s march
and the April 24, 1971 anti -war march
SOPRANO ARLENE ERVIN will present her in
s
,tai in wnre
8 15 ci
’

out

de

-CAROUSEL’. will be presented by
the SJS Drama Oeyartmenl.S 15p rn
College Theatre Admission $2 and
5250 general. and $1 and $125 for
students
SCIP is collecting used children’s
books for the child day care center.
Books may be deposited in collection boxes at the Reserve Book Room
entrance. Education Building, Central
library, Spartan Bookstore, and
Women’s Center
HUMANITIES PRE -REGISTRATION
for all upper division courses will
continue through the last clay of the
semester in F 0 127
INDUSTRIAL STUDIES PHOTO STUDENTS pre-reg ends Friday Sign
up on the fourth floor of Duncan
Hall
FINAL GRADES WILL BE MAILED
June 12 to the address indicated on
the Registrar’s official study list.
Changes of address should be re
ported to the Registrar. Office, Room
110, library north, no later than
May 24
REED MAGAZINE SALE, 9:30-4.30
p
, C U. patio, barbeque pots, and
faculty offices. $1 for three mega -

speakers
TODAY
SHIRLEY CHISHOLM, 6 pm,CU
Ballroom
BRUNO BETTELHEIM. psychologist,
0,11 discuss his work and views with
faculty and students, 10 30a m .Home
Economics Room 1

aCt.TC1C.Cf 13 -(-ern

TRY IT
YOU’LL LIKE IT
SWIMMING POOL
RECREATION ROOM
OFF STREET PARKING

PANELLED WALLS
SHAG CARPETS

CLOSE TO SCHOOL

CLEAN
CLEAN

LARGE
2 & 3 BEDROOM
APARTMENTS
$1 25 AND UP
4705. 11 ST.

SHAK LEE
ECOLOGICALLY SOUND:
Home Cleaners Iklasic N. L. etc /.
Food Supplements (Instant Protein/
Beauty Aids IP roteinized Shampoo etc
John & Mary Rhoades 297-3866
-PISCEAN WATERBEDS
1525 W San Carlos 294-1455 Just
west of Sears King Queen $21, OW
$19. Twin VS Safety Liners $2.
Frames SIO plus 10 Tow Guarantee on all beds Water Sofas, U L
Listed heaters, pillows. tapestries
Ask about our N go policy 294-1455
ELEANOR’S FLOWERS of Los Gatos
is a lovery large "fresh cut" flower
shop We have the best quality flowers
at the lowest prices in town Lovely
ions at $1 00 doe (no kidding)
Long stem roses at $3 50 & SI SO doz
lie a florists box for additional 8501
Daisies 650 bunch. Bachelor Buttons
Daffodils. Tulips. Iris
654 bunch.
Stock. Violets etc eh- Plc You name
it -we’ve got it,. Whether youbuy one
flower or e dozen you will receive the
same "fuss & ribbons" Every pur
chase is gift wrapped You never got
so much for so little money T1IY US-YOU’LL LIKE US!! We also have a
large selection of potted plants, ter
’atriums, dish gardens and dry arEverything at
rangement flowers
prices you can afford Our specialty
is our small ’ far the hospital’ ar
rangements at ST 958 $2 SO They’re
cute and "just enough" We are open
9 AM to 7 PM daily & Sunday 11/2 day
Holidaysl 720 University Ave Los
Gatos 356-6314 or 356-4039 (at the
end of the cyclone fence behind Oak
Wads* Park)
PASSPORT PHOTOS-ONE DAY SERVICE 4 FOR $3 75.15 minutes ser
vice available Daily I a m .3 p.m
Sal till noon Tinker Bell Studio
1040 The Alameda, 5,1
LIFT YOUR SPIRITS!
Join a college -age BALLET class at
Eufrinia School of Ballet Essential
techniques for the beginning dancer.
246-6675 if no answer 241-1776
PUBLIC AUTO MART
has expanded into
"Mobile Flea
Market" autos, trucks, boats, motorcycles, trailers, etc. We do the adv.tising, you do the selling! We aver over 2,000 "Prospective Buyers" each
weekend. Total cost for seller - $12
lgood until 501,21 fee includes 30 day
listing for any vehicle not sold the
first weekend. Based on our exper
isnot in March, 35% of all vehicles
were sold after 1 weekend of displayer* do even better on V.W.’s & mod,
priced trans vehicle!
Every Set &
Sun 9-4 Capitol Drive -In Theatre
Capital Expressway & Monterey Rd.
For further info. 387-9566
PUBLIC AUTO MART
"A meeting place for private parties
to buy and sell used vehicles."
VOICE -GUITAR -PIANO
Today’s Music or "Classical" C
Training or Life -Enrichment Harmony Way Studio -286-8917 or Summer
Session in Santa Cruz 476-6616
MARIJUANA
Come to Calif Marijuana Initiative
Concert Have fun & help legalization
Stoneground; Earthquake,
Bands
Jessie, Wolf, & Whings
Fox Theater, May 18111, 8.00 PM
200 ado
2.50 door
Get tickets at Blind Pilot, 72 E. San
Fernando or Andre’s Pipe Gallery,
567 E Santa Clara
TOSTADAS. Bring this ad in and get
6 TOSTADAS for ST 00 at SENOR TACO
17th and East Santa Clara Streets
WE OF THE INFIRMARY would like
to extend an invitation to all San Jose
Stele students over "2I’’ to celebrate
the Passing of another semester We
are currently featuring our oldies ’lite
Monday from 8-2 Also our usual Fantastic Happy Hour from 5-7 Mon -Fri
with 1/2 price beer ST JAMES INFIRMARY 390 MOFFETT BLVD MT
VIEW
NIXON’S THEME SONG: Puppet Man
Goerge McGovern’s What is Truth,
Let’s change the country’s tune JUNE 6

AUTOMOTIVE
TAKE THE HASSLE OUT of buying
a used auto, truck, motorcycle. hundreds co’ new vehicles on display each
weekend. Stop by esrly - the best
buys are sold fast. Free admission.
Free parking. PUBLIC AUTO MART
ISev our ad-announcements1
’67 PONTIAC GTO 4 sp. trans , 400
cu in., $8,000 mi R & H. $850
Bkt sts Clean, body in no cond
259-5272 or 374-7504
’64 VW BUS.
Excellent condition
Engine recently rebuilt
Runs per.
fectly 2813-9542
’412 IMPALA CONY. $250 or offer.
Power steering. 327 ci , dependable
trans Well cared for Tim. 2870678 or 275-8158
14 VW VAN ’69 rebuilt engine Extra
set of snow tires and chains Excellent condition Call 356-2026
’67 INTNL SCOUT 4 wheel drive.
Rollbar, long top, 4 speed, *etre set
erode rims & tires, sparisparts. $1,600
327-4476

287-7590

PERFINE CLASSICAL GUI
FORMERS AND TEACHERS. Lessons.
Sunnyvale 783 2671
San Jose’s oldest
WATER BEDS
water bed store, Yin Yang Water
Bed Co Inv le s you to compare
quality, price, and service LIMITED
NUMBER OF PARACHUTES 28ft diameter. orange and white Great for
Only
ceilings, drapes, clothes. etc
Visit one of our stores at 400
$5
18 blocks west of SJSI
Park Ave
Ph 256-1263 or 28 E Campbell Ave
1.1 Winchester) Ph 378-1040

HELP, HELP, BUSINESS IS LOUSY!
15% off all items in stock with this
ad EXCEPT articles already on sale
THE CLOTHES HORSE BOUTIQUE
of San Jose
36 South First Street

BAY WINDOW ROOM for rent in
large house Summer only Sunny,
cheerful with cool breeze $80 Call
Jeanine 998-2993

GUITAR 1EK01: Elec Doublecutaway,
dual pickups, ebony fingerboard. Bigsby
Vibrato. Mint cond 5100. 243-7158

MARRIED COUPLES
Large 2 bdrm apt., wellmaintained.
Quiet bldg , pool, Recently painted
and carpeted $150 mo. Resident owner . 466 S 561111. 286-0944

$299, G.E TV $25.
IBM SELECT
ADM PHONO S25, MERC MONTEREY
$165, Ency Brit $15, VAC 515; POTS
6 PANS Call 328-8671 EVES 277-2757
MWF 3.30.

APARTMENT MANAGER
Couple wanted 11 child ok) to menage
9 unit apt near campus $55 rent reduction on 2 bdrm furn. apt. 2957438

NEW RIVERA HIDA-BED, matching
love seat, t v desk, chest drawers,
dinett, lamps, statues, woman’s bike
Bost Offer Call 288-6922 after 6p,m

ROOMMATE needed,
ENIALE
modern duplex, own room, nice area.
yard, 1 girl 585, 2-$62 50 297-3625

Cozy cottage home, 1 bd. New rugs,
fireplace, decks, etc. in L.G. hills.
Good finencing $19,900. 353-2291
REED MAGAZINE - 3 for 1 sale at
C U , patio, barb.ue pits. and p.0.
102
COMPLETE SUPER -6 MOVIE OUTFIT
Viviter 84 P movie camera & projecFilm editor, splicer, elose-up
tor
lenses & more! All equip. ex. cond.
$200 275-8416
FOR SALE BY OWNER: One giant
whit house located in inner-city slum,
but owner is feeling the heat -do you
want it George?
ENLARGER Besets, 13C Nikkor lens
Accessories 5200 298-3738
dryer

HELP WANTED
YOU WANT USI
Your Chance to Help Other People
Money Is A Bonus
Freedom; Fun; Education
SHAKLEE’S UNLIMITED
OPPORTUNITY
ONLY 1/2 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
466 South 5th IQ 297-3866
John & Mary Rhoades
WORK PART TIME NOW andfull time
this summer. We train you for an
exciting position in management, with
ALCOA’S largest subsidary. If you
like to work with people, call 2688739 after 4 PM
ATTRACTIVE GIRLS WANTED for
nude modeling Study while you work
No sex or porno
$60 to $100 per
day
Full or part time, mornings,
afternoons, evenIngs
Artists &
Models Studio 1415 Alamo. $2J
998- 1965
PART TIME
$6 EVENINGS $S
Time -Life Books offer steady employment calling our customers evenings
6 pm -9 and Saturdey a.m. Earn $2$4 on salary and bonuses. Pleasant
in ***** brig work for mature individual
who can talk easily about books. All
work done in our nearby San Jose
office. Leads only Weekly paycheck.
Call 298-5433 for interview appt
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
S
America,
Europe,
Australia,
Africa, etc.
All professions and
occupations, $703 to 3,000 monthly.
Expenses paid, overtime, sightseeing
Free information -Write, Jobs Overseas, Dept. P 0 Box 15071, San
Diego, Ca 92115.
DANCERS. $3 hour up and amateur
topless every Wednesday $15 to all
participants, $25 to winner Partici
pants offered contract The Brass
Rail 734.1454
WANTED
Student nurses. RN LVN Aides and
orderlies needed for temp help service in hospital, home, and Dr of fic Call 293-0112 American Registry of Nurses Agency
TEACHER OPENINGS. Current listings of hundreds of California schools
seeking teachers in all fields 53
Calif School Placement Bureau, 1974
Thou.. Oaks, Berkeley, CA
MAKE 530-5200 DAILY by mailorder
in your spare time at home
No
Experience
Start at once Send
self -add stamped envelope to Box
1503 Dot A44 San Jose, Ca 95109

’62 CORVAIR $20. It runs New tires
295-4408 ask for Gary daytime
FOR SALE ’60 COMET. 4-dr. Good
engine/tires Radio, $250 Eves 2778730. 58 P M only

ON GI BILL but looking for more $SS?
Interested prior service & CONTROL
Group Personnel contact Bill 887-3335

’67 VW, Squareback, sunroof, new tires,
excellent condition, runs great, $850/
of best offer 287.0453

SECRETARY 119-301. needed for fine
High Sierra private Girls Comp Good
organizer, run mimeo, etc. No S/H.
Jun -Aug 14151 967-8612

’59 VW BUG 5225 -offer Good transportation car Brand new tires 2511969

S9 OLDS. Station Wagon, good running
order, new brakes. $175 Tent.treiler
for summer camping, $100 2447621
PONT. ’69 FIREBIRD 400 Air AT PS
PB am/fm TN Excel Must sell 2.3893 or 374-3610 after 5
’111 CORVAIR GUS, Recreation Vehicle.
4 spd, lo ml on rblt eng, new paint,
etc Ice box & bit -in camp eqpt, Must
Sell, Call Buzz 295-6107, 9450/of r.
’611 VW BUG Must sell Dent in back
51,050 Its or $950/coo fia or offer
277.2784 days 251 2465 after 6 p.m

’70 FIAT 850 SPIDER, low mileage.
new tires. sun cover, $1400.
CII
Ms West not 72293 or 326.6880

FOR SALE
THE PISCEAN
35 S Fourth, 1 2 61001 from &ZS
Library King- Wean complete water
beds $4600, Double $44, Twin $33
Frames $10 hop Liners 52, Heaters
521 and up 10 year guarantee on all
beds Also water sofas, organic furnMellow
iture pillows, tapestries
sales people and right on prices 36
S 4th 287-7030
SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 350 per
pound
Any amount Ph 293-2954
SEWING MACHINE: Ward’s Zigzag
les& instrucmodel. Includes ac
tion booklet. Works good $25. Call
294-6144

COUNSELORS 120-391 needed for fine
High Sierra private Girls Camp. Instructors for
Canoeing, Woterskiing, Western Riding, Gymnastics,
Synch, Swim, Typing AlsoP.E Majors
& Dining Rrn Super Jun 20 -Aug 26
14151 967 8612
STAFF needed for High Sierra Camp
Dishwashers, Second Cook, Carpenter
Assn’t, Electrican Ass’t, Motorboat
Driver, Gen maintenance JunAug
14151967-5612
NEED HOUSEKEEPER FOP 3 children
Ist 2 wks in June Room 6 board &
$50 274.2349
VOLUNTEERS to

inmobilehisad-

on "..k -end. *"th E 1.".
quarter unit’Demo
Rosendahl,
Candidate 10th C.D.
Be on winning team Call 374-2101
WANT MD/DENTAL DEG & NEED
ADM ANT WRITE BOX 3323 STFD
CA 94305
CAN YOU GIVE US 4 HOURS A WEEK?
We need volunteers to work at Zonta
Children’s Center with moderately to
severely emotionally ill pre-school
children Hours Monday Ihrsi ThursFor more
day, 9.1 or 12 30-4.30
informet ion, contriet Connie at 295-3561
APT, MANAGER WANTED, Beginning
August Married students for 50 units
2 bdrm farm apt paid util & salary
470 S 1116 St Apt II. 287 7590

HOUSING

Men-Rms, with kitchen privileges,
singles end doubles 540 my and up
Summer & fall 617 So 6th St

TRANSPORTATION
NINTH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
EUROPE
FROM 8299 ROUND TRIP
JAPAN
FROM 5349 ROUND TRIP
CALL
FLIGHT CHAIRMAN. -19161
451.7905
4248 OVERLAND, DEPT B
CULVER CITY, CA 90230

B IG HOUSE, 2 blks SJS, need 4 people
for July and fall, quote reasonable.
294’ 3873
APT, FOR RENT -Modern f urn. , across
from Duncan Hall, 230 E San Salvador
Summer rate S110. 294-6028
evening or call Mr. Lee 294-8758

EUROPE -ISRAEL -EAST AFRICA
Student Travel Discounts, inexpensive
student camping tours through out West
and East Europe, including Russi.
SOFA agent for inter -European student
charier flights
CONTACT ISCA
11687 San Vicente Blvd 04 LA Calif
90049 TEL 12131 826-5649 12131 8260955 or call campus rep: $te. Cosel
14151 545-7131 hours 4-7 pm

MALE ROOMMATES wanted for summer, $41 each
446 South 11th St
III Call 297-8083
HOUSES FOR RENT
SUMMER
$150
480 So 3rd
$175
127 E William
295-7438
Available 6-15

OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS
Australia, Europe, S America, Africa
etc
All professions and occupations
$700 to 53.030 monthly Expenses paid
overtime, sightseeing
Free inferinetion-Write, Jobs 0
, Dept
04 P 0 Box 15071, San Diego, Ca
92115

ROOMS FOR RENT -Summer rotes $40/
mu Private room 295-7438
FURNISHED STUDIOS 5100 to $125.
Call manager. 292-5979
THREE bedroom house and a two bedroom duplex for rent within one block
of campus. 354.7314

FLYING SOON?
EAST to Denver. Chicago, New York,
Boston, Washington or Europe WEST
to Hawaii or theOrient
Your TWA
Campus Rep Bruce Freeman can help
you make your GETAWAY NOW! Save
1/3 with* TWA YOUTH PASSPORT and
take up to 24 months to pay with a
FREE, EASILY OBTAINAOLE, TWA
GETAWAY CREDIT CARD. Call-Bruce
at 287-8658 for information

1 FEMALE ROOMMATE to live with
one other, Beautiful 1 bdrm apt. on
7th St. $50/mo. Summer, cound cont
in fall. 294-1744
ROOMS FOR MEN se/kit. priv. & lie
room. All private, very clean, newly
red.., and all util. paid. Avail. June
1. 49 South 14th St. Sun Jose, 294-5694

ROOMS OPEN IN HOUSE for summer
& possibly fall Males Close to LIS.
CII 287-7853
2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed for
summer Nice, spacious house on 12th
Street Call Pam 294-2909

SUMMER RATES ON ALL RENTALS.
Studios from as low Es $95/mo. Houses
from 3 to 9 bedrooms. Call 287-4900
for info

ROOM FOR RENT. One block from
Private bath. Move in now.
school
562. 4605. 4th, 297-7088

WOMEN WANTED to share liberal
house on 16th St Own room $66/mo.
by June I. Summer & Fall or just summer oh. 2174060

ROOM FOR RENT 6-6-72. 2 bike.
Summer rates 685
from campus
S 10th St 292-1587

NEED 2-3 girls to share clean house
on 12th St. Summer and fall, Own room
Call 294-3779 after 4:30

ONE BORN, DUPLEX, 640 S. 8th
St Peal labia Now! $126 me. Comely.

YEAR ROUND RATES.
2 br, opts,
unfurnished, $125 Drapes, carpeting,
laundry facilities, 15 min from SJS
CALL 293-5995

HOUSES -WOMEN. For surnrinr& next
Just tedcor & turn,
school term
Very cheerful. Fireplace, gar. disposal, refrig. & freezer volley ball.
Off Street park.
basketball court.
Summer rates. 406$. 11th St.

CHEAP SUMMER RENT $95. For
clean, comfortable 1 bdrm, turn.,
apts. Well maintained by owner. 2970465 or 294-7332. Reservations now
available 633 A. 8th St.

FOR RENT -UNFURNISHED HOUSE
2 bdrrn & sleeping porch, living room
w/fireplace, large dining room. Rent
3250/mo. (summer) $325/mo 375 S
17th. Call 262-9329 for appointment to
see Avail. ..se Oth No pets.

FEMALE ROOMMATE needed immediately 1/2 block from campus.
$59 mo Lower in Summer 297-2737.
427 S. 5th St Apt. 6.
NEW
$145
POOL, RECREATION LOUNGE
W. Glen area, Adults 1 bdrm Medit
Form Wood Paneling, Huge Closets.
’neut. Close to bus Shops 6 min to
2 bdrrn. $170.00
hey. 17 & 280.
286-3879

STAY OVERNIGHT
TRAVELING?
FREE! Stuck at home? Meet Ira’
veiling people. Exchange pried*.
with members in U.S. and Canada
Write:
University Travelers Club,
Box 9147, Berkeley, CA, 94709

WHO’S ON THIRD?
Your friendly neighborhood Typing
Service 287-4355 (TRY IT, YOU’LL
LIKE ITO

MALE RM. NEEDED: 28 yr old
Sr like to share clean, quiet, 2
bdrm apt with clean mature straight
person, prefer non-smoker. CII
George 296-6980

DICK’S AOUASERV
Aquriums
repaired, serviced
Buy
Sell
293-8006

SUMMER RENTALS

FAST, ACCURATE, Experienced tyCan edit
IBM Selectricpica
pist
4 miles from SJS Mrs Aslani. Call
298-4104

$’I45
FALL SIGN-UPS
Large 2 & 3 bdrm. 2 bath, opts
paneled, shag carpeting. AEK, pool,
furnished Come 2, compare 470 S
11th 287-7590
$125

TABLE 5:
You are invited to a
post - graduation pig -out at Choles
(we’re speak ing nowl Please come by.
would like to see you before I leave
for Chicago, Jimmy
BRIDAL FAIRS PHOTOGRAPHY
High quality wedding photography for
LOWEST Bay Area rates. 599 includes
gold & white album, 60 color prints
of your choice BRIDE KEEPS ALL
NEGATIVES EXtra full color 8/10$1.25 each Staff 01 20 photographers.
Mak an appointment to see our samples
then decide. Open every evening until
10 p.m. For FREE Bridal Packet call
257-3161
REED MAGAZINE now on sale in following locations. C U Petri, barbeque
pits, F.O. 102, and Spat-tan Bookstore
DOES ANDRE KOLE know II?
about his pickedvant?

What

GOD IS NOT DEAD, but he may commit
suicide on June 6 if you don’t go to
the polls and vote for George McGovern

LOST & FOUND

LOST: FEM, CAT, Brownish calico
possibly pregnant, last seen 6th St
April 28 Please call Gary 295-9722
MALE BLACK GERMAN SHEPHERD.
1.1/2 yr. old White paws
Lost
Fri
5 near SIS fountain
Name
Jeremiah & my partner CIl 926-2695
LOST: black & white springer spaniel
3-4 mo
reward call 274-0716 was
in vicinity of 7th St. garage.
I FOUND A LOST CHIHUAHUA. Iden
lily - 264-4455
LOST: Stack of 3 x 5 cards
& White Reward 253-9785

Yellow

LOST: Bobby Kennedy Found George
Mcpovern .VOTE and the choice is
YOURS -DON’T VOTE and the choice
is THEIRS

something
To Sell?

Need a
Good Car?

FOR PROBLEM PREGNANCY CARE
pregnancy testing, contra, option and
sterilization Call Family Planning
Alternatives 269 9011

Large Studio Gas, water, & garbage
paid. Neer SJS. $139/mo 165 So,
3rd St 298-1055

YOUR PERSONALIZED HOROSCOPE
$10
SEND HOUR, PLACE, DATE
(DAY/MO./YEAR) OF BIRTH. ASTPOSCOPES, P.O. BOX 4561, STA,
C, SAN JOSE, CA. 95126,

RIDE NEEDED TO NEW YORK on or
about June 1
Must be there before
June 8
Willing to share expenses
& driving. Call 293-567/

TYPIN3-term papers, etc., experienced mend fast. Phone 261-8674

FOR RENT. 2 bdrm furnished apt.
Carpets, drapes, garbage & water
paid. Summer rentals & reservations for fall semester Call 2522243

DON’T CUT YOUR LONG HAIR, get
a short -hair wig All styles J &J
Wigs, Valco Village, crnr of Homestead & Wolfe Rd

$40 REWARD for return of 10 -speed
Schwinn taken from 7th St rack 13ap
Nowt. Call Tom 998-1695 aft 3pm

GOING TO EUROPE? Bike across
Italy! Write Pao., 2160.2 Patterson
Or Eugene, Or 97405

ARTISTS’ MODEL available for artists, photographers, students, groups,
workshops
Rates open NO porno
After 5, weekends. 275-6168

Earn extra money, Whole blood &
Plasma programs S1 1$,i Bonus with
student ID on first visot Calif Blood
Bank Foundation 35 So Almaden Ave
opposite Greyhound Bus Depot phone
294-6535

UNIVERSITY TRAVELERS CLUB
Traveling this summer? Stay overnight free! Stuck at hoe& Host
travelers. Meet friendly people Exchange privileges with members in
U.S. and Canada. Write now for full
details: UTC, P0 80119147, Berkeley
Calif. 94709

SUMMER IN EUROPE -Only 5210!
Call collect 1617) 5990287 UNITRAVEL CORPORATION

SERVICE S

FINE FOR DOPE
Ill sell enough candles Ilarge, scented,
& only 52.001 to pay my FINE for
smoking grass. 156001 they won’t send
we to jail on May 13.
Conn by
7th & Son Carlos and riusel a real live
criminal

FREE:
1 fine dog 12 yrs.. male,
1/2 Irish, 1/2 Retreiver) to a nice
person with lots of space 6 time
Call 293-5639

RUSSIA -SCANDINAVIA. 5 wks. S350
inclusive London departures. Small
group camping travel (ages 18-301.
Also Eueope, Africa. Write: Whole
Earth Expeditions. Ltd., U.S. Agents
for Transit Travel Ltd., Box 1497
K.C.- Mo 64141

FEMALE ROOMMATE for summer to
share 2 bdrrn opt w/3 others 525 00/
mo air coed 2913-6431.

PERSONALS
I MAKE CAST GOLD & SILVER wed
ding bands & other jewelry, all one
of kind
If you have unusual desires in this area call we at 3541804 or come by Old Town in Los
Gatos afternoons Wednesday through
Saturday
George Larirnore

EURORAIL -tours. sofflightscarrentals-hostelspensions - sports europeencers-shipping-sleeping bags.
mountainboots, etc.
Condor. 2305
Wilshire Boulevard Santa Monica. 213/
828-6084

JET CHARTER FLIGHTS
LONDON from $129 ONE WAY
EUROPE, HONG CONG, ORIENT
Weekly Departures!
PLEASE CONTACT 415-771-3331
Win a free trip to London

2
FANTASTIC SUMMER SUBLET.
bdrm, Wood -paneled house, fireplace,
porch with view, beautiful yard $165/
mo 4 miles to SJS 926-3493 (eves’

GIRLS ONLY! New rooms with kitchen pr..
From $60. 99 S. 9th
and 276 S. 10th Across campus parking, phone 295-8526 or 295-8514

RENT A TV ON STEREO SIB per
Month, free service, no contract Call
Esche’s 251 - 25911

LARGE HOUSE for rent, corner of 121h
8i San Carlos, call 246-5825 after
10 p m

PAPACHUTE JUMP INSTRUCTION
All
Complete first jump course
equipment furnished Special student
Stevens Para -Loft Oakland
rates
Airport 569-5358

ROOMMATE WANTED, startJune, own
room & bath, $50 mo., call Bill at
297-5759

TYPING, Experienced, fast. also edii
ing
Former English teach,
244-6444 aft 6 Mary Bryner

GIRLS needed to rent 3 bdrm. house
across from SJS. Sum, and/or fall
5250. Call Kathi 7364837.

AUTO INSURANCE
low mo
No driver refused
Harvey Diesner ’241391$)

LING, CLN, MOD. APTS. avil. 8/5.
Low sum. rates, 360/mo no lease reg.
prof to mature indiv staying thru
Retire. now for sum. 2 blks
fall
S.J.S., free parking 297-1930

SEE

’AUTOMOTIVE’
And to place your ad
go to X’ 237
9:30-3:00, M -F

rat

THESIS TYPING - ELECTRIC Master’s - Reports - Disrtations
Marianne Tamberg 1924 Harris Ave
Call 371-0395, San Jose

BIG HOUSE, 2 blks SA, need 4 people
for July and fall, quite reasonable.
294-3837

SPARTAN
DAILY
CLASSIFIED
JC-207

277-3175

TYPING by part-time legal secretary. Reasonable rates Call Lesley
at 253-9299.

MALE, OVER 21, needed to share 2
bdrm apt. own room. $50/mo. summer
65 S. 11 1110, 998-1976

ARABIC
BELLY DANCING INSTRUCTION Special rates for students, for information call Zerifa
295.5419

TWO GIRLS NEED HOUSE in Los Gatos
area by June 1" Call Sandy 286-2950
Heather 354-1089 bet 7-12 pm
1 !ILK. campus. Fall rental Large,
Modern Furnished AEK, 1,2,3, BR.
Apts. Contract. 247-8039
MALE Single and double rooms, kitchen
pr,v
living room Avail 1st June
Clean man only 115 So 1416 St. 5.1
286-2704
MOOERN, OUIET 1 bdrm apt. availthia 1 June Drapes, Carpeted, AEK,
close to campus $135 523 E Reed
294-0203

TAILORING -DESIGNING
ALTERATIONS
For men and women, special rates
for students. Call Nancy 293-5009.
Or come -by, 951 Walnut St. Si.
IBM
TYPING - Reports/Resumes,
Executive Typewriter, Cupertino area.
252-3633
WOODED SECLUDED CAMPSITES
available Santa Cruz mountains, lake
Nudism allowed
pines,
redwoods.
Write PD Box 2023 St JefileSBranch,
San Jose

NEED 1 roommate !preferably Asian
honle) for 4 bdrm house from July
thru the school yr. 455 N. 9th Call
Sochi. Joyce or Minko at 289-9158
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed lo share
2 bdrm unfurn duplex out of the
crowded city Pet oh $60 ea incl
all Pref. ages 21-26 Call 274-0474
or 2,.0,73

LOOKING FOR A RESEARCH/writing
assistant? I’m available part or fulltime. Background: journalism/English
Excellent investigtive, organizational
and writing skills. Call P Yergalonis,
967-7531 or writ 200 E Dana, #C69,
Mt View, 94040

Rates
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n 141p Heated
Announcement s
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For Solo

BOSS TWEED SAID, "I don’t care who
does the electing as long as I do the
L DO YOUR NOM
nominating"
INATING JUNE 6,

LNG, CLN, MOD. APTS. avil 6/5
Low sun, rates, $110/trio no leaser..
pre to mature incite staying thru fall
2 blks SJS,
Reserve now for sum
Ire, parking 297-1930 aft

GIRLS WANT 3 BORN HOUSE to rent
Call Angie 284-5718,
near SJSC.

M,Fnrnum
1

2 bdrms in 3 bd.+.
FOR RENT:
1 -rear
Shan, With 1 felI
110US
1 -summer only $5333 ea.
round.
289-8073

SHARE AN APT. Male. Rent $160/mo
236 S. 14th St. 288-7708 Ask for Grant

3 lines

The Jack Douglas
Become involved
School for Emotionally Handicapped
Adolescents needs volunteers now on
Mondays, Wednesdays. and Fridays
Also, every weekday during summer
Located at 619 N First SI , from
9-3 call 215-8395, evenings call 297
5108

HOUSE, FURNISHED, for rent Nice/
spacious two-story, 8 rms 2/ba w/
basement Dirndl.d garage ve/Irg yard
& ample off -street parking Walk to
school Avail June 5 Call 252-4247
aft 6 PM wkdays, anytime Set or Sun

ROOMS, IVY HALL, 278K. San Fernando, across from administration
bldg single, double. Kitchen priv.,
well managed. Taking reservations
for summer & fall semester Summer
rates June -Sep. 294-6472, 293-9814,
263-8434

One
day
Si 50

REED MAGAZINE - Now on sale in
following locations C U patio, bar
3 for 1
beque pits and P.O 102
sale

GIRLS only Private Ron available in
5 Bd house, summer & fall 72.73
K lichen & front rm incl No pets,
XXI blk on S Ilth 295-2660

SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB CO-ED.
JUST OFF CAMPUS EXPL FOOD,
LINEN b MAID SERV PARKING,
COLOR T V , INSIDE COURTYARD
BEAUTIFUL BUILDING RUN BY
PEOPLE WHO CARE SHARED 20.50/
MEALS OPTIONAL 10.30/wk.
wIr
Ph 233 7374 202 S 11 St.
- - FEMALE ROOMMATE needed, share
5 bdrm house with 4 others Part
turn very nice with large backyard
$60/mo 293-1544 or drop by 289S
12th
COUPLES -1 Bdrm. Apt. turn. 5123
etes ave.!. June -August.
Summer
_
$27 S 991 St

WILL do painting Fast, neat, no
perienced painting interior or exterior Rates 515 per room, $150
per house Call 247.1512

PANIC! 2 female roommates needed
3 bdrm
for summer, fall. spring
Own room, rent only 543 75
house
Call Ann 298-73811 after 5 pm on
weekdays

STUDENT RENTALS
3 & 4 Bedrooms
Furnished Houses
2 Baths
Furnished Apts & Studios
1 & 2 bedrooms
Rental Specialists since 1955
Borelli Realty, 295 No 10th
Call 297-2410

HAND MADE RINGS. Choose from
red & gold tiger eye, turquois and
fire agate $1000 & up Ph 2257472

SUMMER WORK - Earn $10.00 per
hour over $SG day. B. your own
boss Michigan St student made over
Deliver or soli
15,000 last sum
Nat Zip Code Directories For sample
and complete details send $1.00 and
your home & school address, to Zip
Cide Publishing Co P.O Box 115
Helenville, Wis 53137

FOR SALE:
’65 Yolks bug! Good
condition
$600 or best offer 660
S 1116 SI (up st lifter two

CLEAN

NICE FURNITURE

134,1g421111‘,
LARGEST SELECTION of
used paperbacks. records and books
1 2 price Quality Pook and records
purchased Top pr ices paid- - csh, or
trade Lots of fiction. supplernentals,
BOOK
RECYCLE
and classics
286-6276 184 S 2n4 St

A NNOUNt I ME NIS

Per.ona,.
011) Sers,ciss
Transportation

Ct

City
SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER OR
CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY
CLASSIFIED,
SAN JOSE STATE
COLLEGE, CALIF 95114
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